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1. This is a shareholders derivative action brought on behalf of nominal

defendant Oracle Coq~oration ("Oracle" or the "Company"), seeking to remedy defendants’ breaches

of fiduciary duty, negligence, abuse of control, misconduct, waste of corporate assets and other

violations of state law.

2. ’[’his action arises in connection wit.h defendants’ breaches of fiduciary duty,

negligence, misconduct and abuse of control that occurred in relation to the illegal insider trading

by certain directors and officers o f the Company which occurred between December l 9, 2000 and

January 31, 2001, when the price of Oracle common stock was trading above $30 per share and

when the senior officers and directors o~ the Company were in possession of material adverse

information. As alleged herein, prior to the Company’s March 1,2001 warning that earnings per

share ("EPS") for fiscal Q3 2001 would be substantially below Company guidance (affirmed only

weeks prior to this disclosure) aud that Oracle would miss revenue projections by as much as $200

million, these insiders sold ~tearIj; $1 billion worth oflheir Oracle stock -- including the Company’s

CEO m~d Chaimaan of the Board, Lawrence J. Ellison, who between .lanuary 22, 2001 and January

31, 2001 sold over 29 million shares of his personally held Oracle stock (his first sales in

approximately 6 years) to realize gains of over $894 million.

3. Before the illegal insider selling, defendants represented that Oracle would

have sequential EPS growth of 9%, or S0.12, mad revenue of over $2.9 billion. These defendants

assured inveslors that Oracle’s new l l i Suile worked and reqnired no programming systems



integralion to implemen! the product and that using the product internally saved the Company

S 1 billion. Defendant Ellison and the other individual Defendants, however, actually knew or should

have known that the 1 l i Suile was fraught with massive technical problems, including giant gaps

in its Customer Relationship Management ("CRM") modules, and required expensive systems

imegration work to implement. These defendants also knew or should have known that Oracle’s so-

called billion dollar savings was not the result of the synergies created by Oracle’s 1 li Suite product,

which did not work any better internally than for customers, but other cost saving initiatives,

including the termination of more than 2,000 employees. Throughout January and February 2001,

defendants repeatedly stated that Oracle’s Q3 2001~ estimates were easily achievable, that Oracle’s

pipeline was "never stronger," its applications growth, was "acceleraling," its database and

application sales were rapidly growing and that the slowing economy was showing no impact on

Oracle’s Q3 2001 performance. As em;ly as July 2000, however, the pipeline for all of Oracle’s

products had begun to deteriorate. By the end of 2000 the situation was dire and the defendants had

no reasonable basis for their extraordinarily bullish projections. Weaknesses had appeared across

Oracle’s business lines m~d the new 1 l i Suite, ~vhich was to drive sales in Q3, needed thousands of

patches just to work.

4. At no lime prior to March 1,2001 did the defendants ever disclose that Oracle

would miss its Q3 2001 revenue or earnings forecasts, and in fact, just days before this shocking

disclosme, Company executives appeared at an investor conference at which they presented bullish

reports and reaffmned positive guidance. Further, the disclosure was made only one week after

defendant Jeff Henley, Oracle’s CFO and a member of its Board ofDirectors (mad inside seller of

approximately $32.3 million of Oracle stock), appeared at the AppsWorld Conference in New

Orleans, where he met personally with JP Morgma H&Q analyst Jim Pickrel and continued to guide

him to expect solid results for Q3 2001. On March 1, 2OO1 however, Oracle revealed that it was

~Oracle operates on a May 3 fiscal year.
December 1,2000 to February 28, 2001.

Oracle’s Q3 fiscal 2001 was the period fi’om



being affected by the slowdown in software sales, and that it would miss Q3 2001 forecasts and that

Q4 2001 was uncertain. Specifically, Oracle revealed that, contrary to prior assurances by the

Individual Defendants of Oraclc’s continui~ag "strong" revenue and EPS growth, including the

dcfcndanls’ assurances less than two weeks earlier that demand remained strong, Oracle would post

revenue and EPS declines, sending Oracle’s shares into a free-fall. In its press release Oracle stated:

¯      Oracle would post sequential EPS declines.

¯ Database growth would be fiat to slightly negative.

¯     Applications growth would be two-thirds of what defendant Ellison had projected.

hnmediately upon making these adverse disclosures, the price of Oracle shares plummeted on record

volume of more than 221 million shares, falling to a yearly low of $15.75 per share - a decline of

approximalely 50% fiom the price at which the defendants dumped nearly $1 billion worth of their

shares. The Individual Defendants’ misconduct as alleged specifically herein has wiped out over $90

billion in market capitalization as the truth about Oracle, ils operations and prospects began to reach

the market. In addition to the illegal and improper nature of these actions, as a direct result of the

defendants’ wrongful and illegal course of conduct, the Company is now subject to several

shareholder class action law suils which allege securities fraud relating to the illegal insider trading

and violations of federal securities laws. Regardless of the outcome of these suits, the result is that

defendants have caused irreparable bann to the Company’s reputation which has and will continue

to negatively impact its ability to attract investments and raise capital going forward.
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5. Plaintiffs Thomas J. Barone, Richard K. Riman, Daniel Orona mad Nicholas

Vitani, at all times relevant to the allegations raised herein, have been and continue to be owners and

holders of Oracle common stock.

6. Nominal defendmat Oracle is a Delaware corporation with its principal

executive offices located at 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, Calitbrnia 94065. According

to the Company’s recent press releases, Oracle purports to be the world’s second largest software



company. The Company provides databases and relational servers, application development and

decision support tools and enterprise business applications. Oracle’s software runs on network

computers, personal digital assistants, set-top devices, work-stations, PCS, minicomputers,

mainframes and powerful super computers. For FY 2000, Oracle reported annual sales of more than

$10 billion. In addition, Oracle markets ilself as the Company that "provides the software that

i~owers tlte lnternet." The Company’s common stock is traded on the NASDAQ National Market

System under the symbol "ORCL." Currently there are approximately 5.6 billion shares of Oracle

common stock issued and outstanding.

7. The defendants, retbrred to herein as the "Individual Defendants," are officers

and/or directors of Oracle and hold positions with Oracle as indicated below in ’ll’][8-15.

8. Defendant Lawrence J. Ellison ("Ellison") is, and at all times relevant to the

allegations herein was, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer of the

Company, which he co-founded in 1977. Ellison has been a director since co-founding Oracle.

Ellison is a member of the Executive Committee and sole member of the .Planning Committee.

Ellison dominated and controlled the Board of Directors during all relevant times through his status

as founder and largest shareholder of Oracle (he owns and controls approximately 25% of Oracle’s

voting stock). As explained herein, Ellison has entangling business, personal and extra curricular

relationships with all the other Individual Defendants. Between January 22, 2001 and January 31,

2001, Ellison sold over 29 million shares of his personally held Oracle stock (his first sales in

approximately 6 years), at prices above $30 per share, to realize illicit gains of over $894 million.

Moreover, because of defendant Ellison’s positions of trust and leadership at Oracle, he knew lhe

adverse non-public information about Oracle’s business, finances and present and thture business

prospects via access to internal corporate documents (including the Company’s operating plans,

budgets and forecasts and reports of actual operations compared thereto), conversations and

connections with other corporate officers mad employees, attendance at management and Board of



Directors’ and committee meelings and via reports and other information provided to him in

connection therewith.

9. Defendan! Jeffiey O. Henley ("Henley") is, and at all times relevant to the

allegations herein was, Chief Financial Officer, Executive Vice President and a director of the

Company. As explained herein, defendant Henley has entangling business relationships with

defendant l~llison mad all other Individual Defendants by means of his Board position with Liberate

Technologies. On or about Janum-y 4, 2001, Henley sold I million shares of his personally held

Oracle stock, at prices above $32 per share, to realize illicit gains of over $32.3 million. Moreover,

because of Henley’s positions of trust and leadership, he knew the adverse non-public information

about Oracle’s business, finances and present and future business prospects via access to internal

coq~orate documents (including the Company’s operating plans, budgets and forecasts and reports

of actual operations compared thereto), conversations and connections with other corporate officers

and employees, attendance at management and Board of Directors’ and committee meetings and via

reports and other information provided to him in connection therewith.

] 0. Defendant Donald L. Lucas ("Lucas") is, and at all times relevant to the

allegations herein was, a director of the Company. In addition, Lucas is also Chairman of the

Executive Co.mmittee and Chairnaan of the Finance and Audit Committee, as well as a member of

the Compensation Committee and Nominating Committee. As explained herein, defendant Lucas

has an entangling business relationship with defendant Koplovitz. On or about January 3, 2001,

Lucas sold 150,000 shares ol[’his personally held Oracle stock, at prices above $30 per share, to

realize illicit gains of over $4.6 million. Moreover, because of defendant Lucas’ position of trust and

leadership, he knew’ the adverse non-public in formation about Oracle’s business, finances and present

and fi~tnre business prospects via access to internal corporate documents (including the Company’s

operating plans, budgets and forecasts and reports of actual operations compared thereto),

conversations and connections with other corporate officers and employees, attendance at Board of



Directors’ and committee meetings and via reports ~nd other information provided to him in

connection therewith.

1 I. Defendant Michael J. Boskin ("Boskin") is, and at all times relevant to the

allegatio1~s herein was, a director of the Company. In addition, Boskin is also Chairman of the

Compensation Committee, a member of the Finance and Audit Committee and a member of the

Nominating Committee. As explained herein, defendant Boskin has entangling business and

personal relationships with det’endants Ellison, Lucas, Koplovitz and Kemp. On or about January

17, 2001, Boskin sold 150,000 shares of his perso:nally held Oracle stock, at prices above $33 per

sha~’e, to realize illicit gains of over $5 million. Moreover, because of defendant Boskin’s position

of trust and leadership, he k:new the adverse non-public intb~3~aation about Oracle’s business, finances

and present and future b~siness prospects via access to internal corporate documents (including the

Company’s operating plans, budgets and forecasts a~3d reports of actual operations compared

thereto), conversations and connections with other" corporate officers and employees, attendance at

Board of Directors’ meetings and via reports and other information provided to him in connection

therewith.

12.    Defendant Jack F. Kemp ("Kemp") is, and at all times relevant to the

allegations herein was, a director o.1~ the Company. As explained herein, defendant Kemp has an

entangling perso~aal relationship with defendant E]lison, Defendant Kemp, because of his Board

membership, knew or was reckless or negligent in not knowing the adverse non-public intbrmation

about Oracle’s business, fi~ances and present and fi~ture business prospects via his access to internal

corporate documents (including the Company’s operating plans, budgets and forecasts and reports

of actual operations compared thereto), conve~sations and connections with other corporate officers

and employees, attendance at Board of Directors’ and committee meetings and via reports and other

information provided to him in connection therewith.

13.    Defendant Jeffrey Berg ("Berg") is, and at all times relevmat to the allegations

herein was, a director of the Company. In addition, Berg is also a member of the Finance and Audit
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Committee. As explained herein, defendant Berg has ml entangling personal relationship with

defendant Ellison. Moreover, because of defendant Berg’s position, he knew or was reckless or

negligent in not knowing the adverse non-pnblic information about Oracle’s business, finances and

present and future business prospects via access to internal corporate documents (including the

Company’s operating plans, budgets and forecasts and reports of actual operations compared

thereto), conversations and connections with other corporate officers and employees, attendance at

Board of Directors’ and committee meetings and via reports and other information provided 1o him

in connection therewith.

14.    Defendant Richard A. McGinn ("McGinn") is, and at all times relevant to the

allegations herein was, a director of the Company. As explained herein, defendant McGinn has an

entangling business relationship with Oracle by means of his status as Chairman and CEO of Lucent,

a customer of and vendor to Oracle. De[i~ndanl McGinn, because of his position of trust and

leadership, he knew or was reckless or negligent in not knowing the adverse non-public information

about Oracle’s business, finances and present and future business prospects via access to internal

corporate documents (inc|uding the Company’s operating plans, budgets and forecasts and reports

of actual operations compared thereto), conversations and connections with other corporate officers

and employees, attendance at Board of Directors’ and committee meetings and via reports and other

inlbrmation provided to him in conneclion lherewith.

15. Defendant Kay Koplovitz (".Koplovitz") is, and at all times relevant to the

allegations herein was, a director of the Company. In addition, defendant Koplovitz is also a

member of the Nominating Committee. As explained herein, defendant Koplovitz has entangling

business and extracurricular relationships with defendants Ellison, Boskin and Lucas. Moreover,

because of defendant Koplovitz’s position of trust and leadership, she knew the adverse non-public

inliol"mation about Oracle’s business, finances and present and future business prospects via access

to internal corporate documents (including the Company’s operating plans, budgets and forecasts and

reports of actual operations compared thereto), conversations and connections with other corporate



officers and employees, attendance at Board of Directors’ and committee meetings and via reports

and other information provided to her in connection therewith.

16.    By reason of their positions as officers, directors and/or fiduciaries of Oracle

and because of their ability to control the business and corporate affairs of Oracle, the Individual

Defendants owed Oracle and its shareholders fiduciary obligations of fidelity, trust, loyalty and due

care, and were and are required to use their utmost ability to control and manage Oracle in a Pair,

just, honest and equitable manner, and were and me required to act in furtherance of the best interests

of Oracle and its shardmlders so as to benefit all shareholders equally and not in furtherance of their

personal interest or benefit. Each director and officer of Oracle owes to Oracle the fiduciary duty

to exercise due care and diligence in the administration of the affairs of Oracle and in the use and

preservation of its property and assets, and the highest obligations of good faith and fair dealing.

In addition, as officers and/or directors of a publicly held company, the Individual Defendants had

a duty to promptly disseminate accurate and truthti~l intbrmation with respect to the Company’s

operations, services, managemmat, projeclions mad forecasts so that the market price of the

Company’s common stock would be based on lruthful mad accurate information.

17. The Individual Defendants, because of their positions of control and authority

as directors or officers of Oracle, were able to and did, directly and indirectly, control the wrongful

acts complained of herein, as well as the contents of the various public statements issued by the

Company. Because of their advisory, executive, managerial and directorial positions with Oracle,

each of the Individual Defendants had access to adverse non-public information about the financial

condition, operations and future business prospects of Oracle.

18. The Individual Defendants, who are directors and/or officers of Oracle,

participated in this conspiracy in order to profit fiom their illegal insider stock sales and/or to obtain

the financial and socia~ benetqts of such positions for thm~aselves and also to enrich an.d further the

personal and business inlerests 0fall defendants identified herein. At all material times hereto, each
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of the Individual Defendants was the agent of each of the other Individual Defendants and of Oracle,

and was at all times acting within the course and scope of said agency.

19.    To discharge their duties, the officers and directors of Oracle were rcquired

to exercise reasonable and prudent supervision over the ~nanagement, policies, practices and controls

of the financial affairs of Oracle. By virtue of such duties, the officers and directors of Oracle were

required, among other things, to:

a. refrain from acting upon maIerial inside corporate information to

benefit themselves;

b. manage, conduct, supervise and direct the bnsiness affairs of Oracle

in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware, federal laxv, state and federal rules mad

regulations and the charter and bylaws of Oracle;

c. neither violate nor knowingly permit any officer, director or employee

of Oracle to violate applicable federal laws, rules and regulations or state law;

d. establish and maintain systematic and accurate books and records of

the business and affairs of Oracle and procedures for the reporting of the business and affairs to the

Board of Directors and to periodically investigate, or cause independent investigation to be made

of, said books and records;

e. maintain and implement an adequate and functioning system of

internal financial and accounting controls, such that Oracle’s financial statements and informalion

would be accurate;

f. exercise reasonable control and supervision over the public statements

made to the securities markets and over trading ir~ Oracle stock by the officers, directors and

employees of Oracle;

g. remain informed as to the status of Oracle’s operations, mad upon

receipt of notice or information of imprudent or unsound practices, to make a reasonable inquiry in



connection therewith, and to take steps to correct such conditions or practices and make such

disclosures as are necessary to comply with state and l’ederal securities laws; and

11. supervise the preparation and filing of any audits, reports or other

information required by law from Oracle and to examine and evalua~.e any reports of examinations,

m~dits or other financial intbrlnation concerning fl3e financial affairs of Oracle and to make full and

accurate disclosure of all material facts concerning, i~tter alia, each of the subjects and duties set

fo,th above.

20.    During all relevant times hereto, each of the Individual Defendants occupied

positions with Oracle or were associated with the Company in such a manner as to make them privy

to confidential and proprietary information concerning Oracle, its operations, finances, financial

condition, services and future business prospects. Because of these positions anti such access, each

of the Individual Defendmats knew that the adverse facts specified herein had not been disclosed to

and were concealed from the public. The Individual Defendants, as corporate fiduciaries entrusted

with non-public information, are obl igated to disclose and/or cause Oracle to disclose in a timely and

complete manner all material adverse infom~ation regarding Oracle or abstain fi’om trading on such

information so as to not profit fi’om its misuse.

21.    In committing the wrongful acts alleged herein, the Individual Defendants

have pursued, or joined in the pursuit of, a common course of conduct, and acted in concerl with and

conspired with one another, in fi~rtherance of their common plm~ or design. In addition to the

wrongful conduct herein alleged as giving rise to primary liability, the Individual Defendants further

aided and abetted and/or assisted each other in breach of their respective duties as herein alleged.

22.    During all relevanl times hereto, the Individual Defendants, and each of them,

initiated a course of conducl which was designed to and did: (i) inflate the value of Oracle common

stock by issuiug I’alse atad malerially misleading stalcmenl.s whic, h "were designed to and which did

artificially inflate the price of Oracle common stock long enough to allow some of the Individual

Oefendams to selI nearly $1 billion worth of their privately held Oracle common stock while in
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possession of material adverse undisclosed information; and (ii) maintain the Individual Defendants’

executive and directorial positions at Oracle, and the compensation which the Individual Defendants

enjoyed as a result of those positions, in spite of these defendants’ violations of law and other

fiduciary breaches, as sel forth herein. In furtherance of this plan, conspiracy and course of conduct,

the Individual Defendants, and each of them, took the actions as set forth herein.

23.    The Individual Det~ndants engaged in a conspiracy, common enterprise or

common course of conduct which involved the dissemination of false and materially misleading

statemm~ts which created the false expectation that Oracle was performing in accordance with

Company sponsored expectations - expectations which were reinforced by senior management of

the Company as late as one week prior ~o Oracle’s shocking March 1, 2001 Q3 2001 revenue and

earnings disappointment and Q4 2001 forecast revision. The purpose of these affirmative

misrepresentatious and wiil]id non-disclosnres allowed Compa~o, insiders, several of whom are

also named as defendants herein, to sell ahnost $1 billion ~’thei~" privately held Oracle common

stock before the Company was~[brced to reveal its true financial condition and beJbre the price

of Oracle common stock declitted over 26% ht the shtgle trading day of March 2, 2001, as a result

of those belated disclosures. The Individual Defendants’ conduct was m clear violation of [~deral

and state securities laws and constituted a direct breach of the fiduciary duties owed to the Company

and the Company’s public shareholders as well as deceit, unjust enrichment and abuse of control.

In addition, the egregious nature of the Individual Defendants’ illicit conduct has harmed, and will

continue to harm, the reputation, credibility and future prospects of the Company.

24. Tim Individual Defendants accomplished their conspiracy, common enterprise

or common course of conduct through the issuance of the t:alse and materially misleading financial

statements, public comments, private one-on-one discussions with securities analysts and press

releases to the public, which manipulated, misrepresented and failed to disclose the true facts

regarding Oracle’s revenues and earnings and its prospects for future financial performance. Each
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Individual Defendant was a direct, necessary and substantial participant in the conspiracy, common

enterprise and common course of conduct complained of herein.

25. Each of ~he Individual Defendants herein aided and abetted and rendered

substantial assistance in the wrongs complained of herein. In taking such actions, as particularized

herein, to substantially assist the commission of the wrongdoing complained ot~, each Individual

Defendant ac~ed with knowledge of the primm’y wrongdoing, substantially assisted the

accomplishment of that wrongdoing, and was aware of his or her overall contribution to, and

furtherance ot; the wrongdoing. The Individual Defendants’ acts of aiding and abetting included,

inter alia, the acts each of them are alleged to have committed in furtherance of the conspiracy,

common enterprise and common course of conduct complained of herein.

26.    Each of the Individual Defendants, by acting as herein described, did so

knowingly or in such a reckless manner as to constitute misconduct and deceit upon Oracle and its

shareholders.

27. Since its inception in 1977, Oracle has focused on becoming the principal

vendor of high-end database management systems. With its 8i release, Oracle sought to increase its

market share. It did so, as the Company managed to expand its total market share from 38.3% in

1997 to 39.8% in 1998 to 42.4% in 1999. Oracle fought the database battle on two fronts (versus

I[~M’s DB/2 on the high end and Microsoft’s SQL (structured query language) Server 2000 on the

low end) and claimed it still would be able to take market share from some of the legacy database

management systems ("DBMS") vendors while holding off advances fi’om the larger competitors.

28.    Oracle has been a selt’-proclaimed leader in the relational database

management system ("RDBMS") market since defining it during the mid-1980s. The Company’s

latest database, 8i, was claimed to be among the best at executing traditional RDBMS tasks, i.e.,

enabling the storage, manipulation and retrieval of any type of data. In particular, 8i introduces:

¯ The Java Virlual Machine ("JVM"): The heart of Oracle’s support for Java, JVM runs
Java code within the database, letting users build stored procedures and database
triggers in Java and executing them as Enterprise Java Beans ("EJBs").
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¯ SQ[.J: A new programming language that embeds SQL database statements into
client or server side Java code. Provides links between Java and relational data so
that progrmnmers can specialize in their strengths.

¯ Internet File System ("IFS"): An .IFS that combines file storage and messaging into
a single system rather than using several separate systems.

¯ lnlerMedia: A function that Facilitates the management of multimedia content lbr
bolh lnternet and traditional applications.

29.    While enterprise DBMS sales remain Oracle’s core business, applications offer

the strongest growth prospects over the next several years. With the shipment of the Suite 1 li,

Oracle sought to attack the market with an integrated solution in an attempt to rival best-of-breed

point products fi’om players like Siebel Systems, Inc., i2 and Ariba, Inc. However, Oracle’s recent

full-fledged entry into the competitive applications m’ena was not withont dangers. Oracle’s strategy

was to offer customers a complete and tightly integrated package of software - everything a

company needs to manage its financials, manufacturing, sales force, logistics, e-commerce and

suppliers. This placed Oracle in direct competition with "best-of-breed" application sellers who had

historically, throughout the 1990s, driven 25% of Oracle’s core database sales. To pick up the slack

¯ from losing these application companies (who often recommend to customers which database a

customer should use with their software), Oracle had to have a competitive application package that

worked, i.e., what the defendants represented as the 1 li Suite.

30. Oracle asserts that the 11 i Suile has more than 100 different modules that can

be segmenled into three discernible pieces: (i) customer relationship management ("CRM"); (it)

business-to-business ("B2B")- comprised mainly of supply chain lnanagement ("SCM"); and (iii)

e-procurement and enterprise resource planning ("ERP").

31.    By mid-December, 2000, the Individual Defendants knew that: (i) Oracle’s

new software 1 l i Suite was riddled with bugs causing reduced demand and needed an enormous

amount of systems programming integrmion work in order to be functional; (it) the slowing economy

and declining demand work Ibr Oracle’s product was negatively impacting every one of Oracle’s

businesses; and (iii) the Individual Defendants had no reasonable basis to assert that Oracle would
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report Q3 2001 EPS of $0.12. The facts concerning demand for Oracle e-business products were

well known to the Individual Defendants long before the December 14, 2000 earnings release and

the Individual Defendants’ false public statements. Indeed, by summer of 2000, all internal

indications pointed to a dramatic slowdown of all business sections at the Company. Rather lhan

disclose these adverse conditions, which by the inception of Q3 2001 were already adversely

affecting Oracle, certain of the senior officers and directors of the Company, including defendants

Ellison, Henley, Lucas and Boskin, rushed to sell tens of millions of shares of Oracle common stock

at allegedly artificially inflated prices, thereby reaping illicit gains of nearly $1 billion, before the

market learned of the true condition of Oracle.

32.    Specifically, it has been alleged that almost immediately after the closing of

Q4 2000 (summer 2000), Oracle experienced an abrupt and substantial decline, where sales and

revenue from specific regions dropped 35% below internal forecasts, continued to deteriorate for the

next several months and by February 2001 were 60% below internal forecasts. The severe downturn

in demand and business for these database and applications products compared to FY 2000 was like

night and day, because in 2000, salespeople were accustomed to entering one or more potential deals

into the Company’s OASIS CRM pipeline database (this was used throughout the Company for

forecasting and sales management) per day. By the fall of 2000, salespeople were entering only one

potential deal every several days. In addition, throughout late 1999 and early 2000, most sales teams

maintained a 3:1 conversion ratio of so-called "piped deals" to "closed deals." This ratio was used

by senior management, including the Individual Defendants, to produce sales projections made to

the public. However, by the fall of 2000, Oracle’s pipeline dropped so dramatically that salespeople

could not pipe anything. This weakness in demand was reflected in OASIS, and resulted in

managenaent exerting pressure on the sales force to generate more business fi’om Orac]e’s installed

base customers. However, as early as the summer of 2000, even those customers had begun to speak

of budgetary constraints and tightened belts and made it clear that they were not budgeting any new

purchases.
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33.    It has been alleged that. in the summer of 2000, the "dot.corn" sector, within

which Oracle had perlbrmed at 200-300% of its internal quota in 1999, had already begun to feel the

effect of financial troubles, as many of the dot.corns could not pay their outstanding invoices.

Indicative of this, dot.corn sales representatives began to experience an increasing number of"credit

backs," which is a term used for the process by which Oracle would deduct already paid

commissions to its sales people for "bad debt" account receivables that were more than 90 days

outstanding. It is further alleged that the specialized dot.corn sales group by Q3 2001 exhibited

extremely dim performance where many reps were only at 20% of Oracle’s internal quota. By mid-

February 2001, some representatives had only reached 40% of Oracle’s internal quota, despite the

thct that three-fourths of the fiscal year had passed.

34.    The Individual Defendants had access to and were aware of weak sales

activity through the OAS1S forecasting system, which identified each sales representative’s

performance in relation to sales projections, not only for the current period, but also into future

quarters. In fact, that system was "live" and updated as events occurred, giving management a real

time view on the status of sales progress and the likelihood of closure of deals in the pipeline.

Defendant Henley acknowledged the existeiace of this pipeline system during the Compmay’s March

15, 2001 conference call, stating that "this pipeline is real time and constantly updated." Indeed,

defendant Ellison has admitted on numerous occasions since Senior Executive Vice President Ray

Lm~e left in June of2000-~ that he tracks all sales contracts through a single global database enabling

him to manage the numbers, which meant that Ellison had knowledge of Oracle’s results as they

occurred.

35.    In addition to OASIS, sales representatives prepared sales reports which were

required to be completed with all relevant, information to update their lbrecasts by 1 t :00 a.m. every

Tuesday that were circulated to management on a weekly basis. From June 2000 to March 2001,

-*As further proof of defendant Ellison’s domination and control, the press has alleged that
Ray Lane was in fact "pushed aside" by Ellison. "Ellison insists Oracle remains strong despite
defections." Michael Liedtke, Associated Press Ne~,swire, Dec. 12, 2000.
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all of the.pipeline key indicators reflected the severe and continuous decline in product sales. This

information was known by at least two members of the Board.

36.    It has also been alleged that Oracle’s internal CRM system reflec[ed the

percentages of deals booked versus deals forecasted. The consulting sales organization generated

its own pipeline for sales, which were recorded on Excel spreadsheets, which was later input into

the CRM system used for Company-wide forecasting. Those spreadsheets included categories for

customer name, product sold, dollar value, percentage of likelihood to close and amount of revenue

booked for deals that had closed, giving management constant, current visibility into the sales

performance to date in any given quarter. Indeed, it is further alleged that the consulting business

for implementation and applications had become recognizably slow by the summer of 2000, and by

November/December 2000, the demand for e-business products all but fizzled out, and there was no

basis for the stalements made by defendants Ellison and Henley in December 2000 that there would

be growth in the database business and applications business.

37. Moreover, not only were the number of deals in the pipeline dramatically

reduced, but the number of deals closed severely decreased from FY 2000 levels. Even those deals

that did close represented average dollar values significantly less than in the previous year. In July

2000, because Microsoft’s and IBM’s databases became more competitive with Oracle, customers

who ~vere going to purchase a database were looking to do so at a lower price. In order to prevent

business t)om going to Microsoft or 1BM, Oracle offered huge discounts to customers, thereby

decreasing the margin of profit and dollar value of deals originally "piped" at the 8i "enterprise

edition" rate which ultimately closed at the 8i "standard edition" rate. The Individual Defendants

were aware of those faclors because each sales representative’s quota progress was consistently

monitored via a live video board at the Company’s Redwood Shores, California headquarters. That

video board tracked all sales representatives in the western United States and displayed each

representative’s current percentage of meeting quota for booked deals and the percentage of each

deal’s likelihood to close. The Individual Defendants, through management, monitored the sales
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activity in tbe eastern United States from a similar board at Oracle’s eastern United States

headquarters in Boston, Massachusetts. Indeed, it has been alleged that this board at tlae Boston

office indicated that in December 2000, only a h~mdl’ul of’the 50 sales representatives in the northeast

region we~’e at or close to quota for FY 2001 and that some sales reps had not made a single sale

between December 2000 and March 2001. When properly accounted, these discounts would serve

to offset Oracle’s reported margin increases wl~ich were themselves questionable to the extent that

they represented shifts of costs from operating units (such as support) to non-operating units (such

as development) or to Oracle’s customers, who in turn demanded discounts.

38. It has been alleged that during the t~all of 2000, when media coverage of the

looming economic downturn became more intensified, these symptoms had been well known at

Oracle since June and July 2000. The weakness in overall demand was also felt by most of Oracle’s

consulting staff as well as its products sales staff. The slaarp decline in bt~siness was recognized by

the Individual Del’endants, through Oracle’s consulting staff, by the begim~ing of the summer of 2000

and continued through March 200 I. Many employees inside Oracle questioned the Company’s news

releases which the Individtml Defendants caused to be made because so many consultants were

"sitting on the bench" (a term used when consultants are between projects). In late 1999 and through

the first couple of months of the year 2000, typically there would be one or two consulting staff

people sitting on the bench. However, by summer and into the fall of 2000, that number increased

to several dozen at a time and included senior people who sat on the bench for months at a time.

39.    The weakness in sales and service was evident to Oracle, its management and

the Individual Defendants because O~’acle’s consulting staff frequently logged on to the Oracle

Resource Request Browser, a Company website listing of managers world-wide who needed

consultants for their projects. Typically when any given consulting group becomes too busy in its

territory to handle all of the work, the local consulting manager would post a message on this board

~’equesting applicants for a desired skill set. During the first several meetings of 2000, the list would
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consist of 40 listings at any given time, but that number plumn~eted to one or two listings by the

summer of 2000 and never rebounded.

40. In addition, new sales for stale and local governments were extremely sluggish

across lhe country in the late spring into the fall of 2000. It has been alleged that state and local

government Practice Managers held weekly conference calls and consistently reported that business

was slow all througlaout the last nine months of 2000. In fact, by the fall of 2000, no Practice

Managers were meeting Oraclc’s internal quotas.

41. The Individual Defendants were well aware of the slowdown in this sector

and, at the beginning of December 2000, Oracle was eagerly anticipating the close of at least one

large deal with the State of Michigan Human Services Department worth as much as $50-$100

million in product sales, consulling services and database sales, much of which Oracle hoped would

be booked in Q3. Oracle accordingly committed as rnany as 80 consultants, and Group Vice

President Larry Mendenhall, to try to get the deal done. However, by early January 2001, the deal

completely fell through. The fZailure of this deal threw a lot of people "0n the bench."

42.    It has been alleged that during December 2000 Oracle had been projecting to

close a deal with the New York City Housing Authority. That deal also failed to close, and though

defendant Ellison in the March 1, 2001 conference call stated that the deals that did not close in the

quarter were merely delayed for a few days, the New York City Housing Authority was not one of

them, as this deal did not close in Q4 2001 either. Overall, business in the state and local

government division had been very slow during the Holiday 2000 season as the pipeline projections

tbr state and local governments ~vhich used Oracle sales online and Oracle’s internal system reflected

this state of affairs.

43.    It has been alleged flint during the spring of 2000 and thereafter, business

within the state and local government division had become so desperate that product sales personnel

were offering anything to close deals, including giving away consulting services for fvee. This

caused high tension between product sales and consulting sales, because product sales personnel
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were motivated to close product deals without the consulting services because the higher cost might

kill the sale. Such deals negatively affected the ability of consulting sales personnel to make their

quotas. Indeed, by the end of Q3 of the business year (March 2001), some Oracle consulting

services sales representatives selling to the state and local governments had only reached 50% of

quota with only one quarler left to make up the other 50%.

44.    It has been alleged that in the ordinary course of Oracle’s business, given the

inlbrmation available and the fact that database was a core and mature business, the Individual

Defendants should have been aware that growth would have been negative or flat. The Individual

Defendants should have been aware at least six weeks prior to the end of Q3 2001 that application

growth would miss by 50%.

45.    Despite knowledge ofthe above referenced facts, the Individual Defendants

continued to cause Oracle to make positive statements at~out the strength of the 0,emand for Oracle’s

products in the face of a quickly weakening economy and continued to claim that 11 i Suite was pre-

integrated and inter-operable out-of-the-box, needing no programming systems work. for

implementation. The Company also continued to claim, moreover, that by implementing 1 l i Suite

internally, Oracle had already saved $1 billion in costs m~d savings in one year and was well on it

way to saving $2 billion. Defendant Ellison and the other Individual Defendants made this claim

repeatedly to persuade potential software customers that the 1 l i Suite would produce similar resulls

t~br them, and to persuade investors of Omcle’s i mlninent success in this part of the so ftware market.

In reality, the billion dollar savings campaign was merely a marketing tool to induce potential

customers to upgrade to 11 i Suite and to convince the public that it was a viable product that could

supporl the Compmay’s earnings and growth projections despite the slowdown in the United States

economy.

46. For instance, on llighway l 01 near O~-acle’s headquarters, throughoul this time

period, there was a billbom’d reading, "Using our own E-Business Suite, Oracle saved $1 billion in

1 year." On October 2, 2000, Gary Bloom, an Oracle Executive Vice President, had announced
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during his opening keynote speech at lhe Oracle OpenWorld conference (coinciding with a multitude

of Oracle’s announcements of products showcased during the week-long exposition): "We’ve taken

well over $1 billion in expenses out of Oracle," harkening back to a promise made by defendant

Etlison in June 1999. And, on February 13, 2001, defendant Ellison appeared in Paris, France and

proclaimed that Oracle was on track to save another $1 billiou this fiscal year and an additional $1

billion next year as i! used its own l li Suite to run more efficiently.

47.    The Individual Defendants knew that all of the Company’s savings, whatever

the tree amount, were not, as advertised, the direct result of the application of Oracle’s own software.

In addition, the Individual Defendants Maew that other companies could not replicate Oracle’s

savings with the use of Oracle’s current software because that software simply did not work.

Defendant Ellison and the other Individual Defendants knew that most of the advertised "savings"

did not require or necessm’ily even involve the 11 i Suite technology. Rather, they knew the savings

resulted from other identifiable factors, such as the centralization of computing and attendant

operations resulting in the termination of more than 2,000 employees.

48. It has been alleged that internally at Oracle, 1 li Suite was always "do~wa."

Specifically, when Oracle implemented the system :for employee time-billing and expense entering

purposes, there was a lot of down time. When an 11i Suite CRM procurement feature became

available internally for ordering office supplies, users could seldom get into the system, which could

not handle a large volume of users. There were fi’antic efforts throughout this time period to rectify

problems, which marginally improved around May 2001. Many Oracle employees wondered how

Oracle could sell 11i Suite CRM if it did not work in their own company.3 The announced savings

were jus! marketing; 11 i Suite did not work internally any better than externally.

-~The Individual Defendants also knew that part of Oracle’s advertised savings merely shifted
cost fiom one Oracle category to another, i.e., shifting cost out of operating expenses and into non-
operating expenses, In the case of its Support line of business, Oracle shifted expenses from Support
to its Development organization, which is not an Oracle line of business or even an activity that
figured into Oracle’s margin calculation. Oracle also shifted some Support cos~ to its customers, who
eventually responded by seeking lower prices or alternative products.
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49.    Specifically, in the first six months of its release through the summer and fall

of 2000, the 1 l i Suite product required an incredible 5,000 "patches," leading one industry expert

to call it ’"the buggiest soft, ware I’ve ever seen come out of Oracle.’" See Steve Konicki and Jennifer

Maselli, Apps M~ute Easy?, IuformationWeek.com News (Mar. 12, 2001), at

i~i~;~.).~.~v~i~°~’~!~.ti~;~a.~v~:~‘~!~‘~‘’~,~/~!~/!.~‘~.!~!~i~. Oracle’s early adopter customers were forced

to devote extensive resources towm;d the application of daily patches to the 1 li Suite software.

Rather than h.aving the Company admit that it released incomplete products prematurely, Oracle

resorted to blaming customers tbr problems with their software.

50.    Oracle’s use of multiple tools and technologies resulted in cosily and difficult

upgrades tbr its customers. Although Oracle offered several vertical solutions for its ERP products,

it only offered one out-of-the-box industry-specific solution tbr 11 i Suite CRM. The lack of industry

solutions forced customers to perform expensive customizations to achieve their required

function~lity. Furthermore, Oracle discouraged customizations to its software, and customers

experienced additional difficulties in making Oracle’s solutions meet their business needs.

51. Further, Oracle 1 li Suite CRM runs from its own data model and integrates

to ERP through inter.~aces. Oracle 11 i Suite uses a single real-time ERP interface for order creation,

which, as of the November 2000 lli Suite release, did not work at all. Oracle’s claim of

comprehensive out-of-the-box integration was clearly false, as customers regrettably discovered

when they attempted to build the 18-24+ interlhces across 6-12 different applications that enterprise

customers typically require. Oracle’s technical documentation failed to make any mention of a

volume database interface, making it uncle~r as to what would bring the CRM and ERP applications

into agreement on accounts and products when orders were placed.

52.    Although Oracle discouraged customizations, it shipped incomplete products

that required its customers to modify lhe. source code, including procedural language/structural query

language ("PL/SQL"), Oracle Forms and Java in order to complete integration. Oracle’s approach

made automated configurations impossible across releases, and sacrificed the supportability,
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upgradability and maintainability of the applications. For exmnple, schema changes required

extensive amounts of PL/SQL re-work. Oracle’s l li Suite applications were not built on a true

mul|i-tiered architecture since some of the applications were based on legacy software. Proof of this

lies in the li~ct that application logic resides both on the application server and as PL/SQL procedures

in the database. Failure to use a true multi-tiered arcbilecture resulted in poor database scalability

and difficult application maintenance.

53. It has been alleged that even when the fi~ll version of 1 l i Suite was made

available in November 2000, it was by no means ready to go to market and that in addition to slow

sales, lhere was a high level of customer dissatisfaction with the "bugginess" and incompleteness.

In fhct, Oracle sales representatives would return from field demonstrations and report that Oracle

should not even bother to continue selling the CRM module because it was so ineffective. The

problems with the application would become evident to customers as early as the "CD evaluation"

phase of the sales process during which the customers were afforded 30 days to work with the

applications before committing to purchase. It has been alleged that the "call center" application

of the CRM module was so laden with bugs that Oracle sales representatives could not believe that

anyone would entertain purchasing such a problematic product. Further, even when customers

would purchase the CRM module, such purchase threatened to result in refusal to purchase other

Oracle licences or products.

54.    It has been alleged that the new version ofCRM - which began to ship with

1 l i Suite in May/June 2000 - was both immature and a first release. Most of Oraele’s substantial

customers in its install base were reluctant to be among the first to engage in a CRM procurement.

Prospective deals with a large company were in the range of tens of millions of dollars. A $50

million deal would not be uncommon in sales of a t~ull CRM suite for a large corporate customer.

There were many prospeclive deals Ihat entered Oracle’s pipeline during the summer months, but

one after another did not close. Among these were FedEx, Mutual of Omaha and several potential

projects with General Electric.
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55.    Some 11 i Suite deals did close which were substantial - in the millions of

dollars in terms of revenue -~ but not the "mega deals" that Oracle hoped for after having announced

the release of 1 l i Suite in May 2000, The main reason - the product did not work. The process of

working on deals that did close, and presentations to larger customers that failed to materialize, was

still very much the same and involved what amounted to rigged demonstrations. The Individual

Defendants knew that although it represented 1 l i Suite was ready emd being shipped, most modules

did not work - a fact that the Individual Defendants did not want customers to know.

56. From the time of release in May 2000 through at least Jmmary 2001, the CRM

group, as well as other consulting groups, were continuously notified in e-mail memos that, although

certain modules of 11 i Suite had been released, they did not work, and consultants were instructed

"DO NOT INSTALL." 113 some cases, the memos were timed with the release of a given module,

so consulting knew that when contacted for a demonstration of CRM modules at a customer site lbr

a deal in the pipeline, they should not do so because the development organization knew that the

product would not work as released. In other cases, the memos were distributed to inform the

consulting organizations of a particular patch that would fix certain problems in a given module, so

these consultants knew they could demonstrate the module (at least on a limited basis) for the

particular screens that had been tim subject of the patch. "Mega patches" began to be released over

the summer 2000, which each fixed a host of problems within a given module for applications. Once

Oracle released its full suite of CRM in approxi~nately October 2000 (which included applications

not previously released), additional memos were issued directing consulting not to install, and

Oracle’s process of developing pinches to deploy in the field even just for demonstration purposes

continued.

57.    These memos would flat out tell consulting that the product did not work and

it should not be installed. Usually, the memos identified dates when "mega patches’’4 for the

~A "mega patch" is a "roll up" of numerous fixes for individnal problems. Sometimes, Oracle
did deploy speciI]c patches that would fix only one problem. However, in most cases, since there

(continued...)
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identified applications were scheduled to be released, so the consulting groups were on notice to drag

their feet and stall however they could until the patch was actually deployed. These tactics were

further the subject of weekly conference calls described below. This process continued through

March 2000.

58.    Oracle Consulting Vice President, Brad Scott, sat in on many meetings with

the development organization at Redwood Shores. He was typically the individual brieting the CRM

group in weekly conference calls that addressed the various CRM products that would not work,

when mega patches were expected to be completed and family packs issued.

59.    Weekly conference calls during FY 2001 were held for the CRM group, and

almost always attended by Vice President, Brad Scott, Todd Davis and so.metimes Valerie

Borthwick. The primary subject matter of these calls was to address potential deals in the pipeline,

the non-functionality of Oracle’s released modules, as well as patches and schedules for patch

releases so that the field understood what could and could not be demonstrated to a customer. The

conference call attendees also included regional consulting managers for Oracle’s consulting

organization because certain CRM projects were underway in their area, and they provided

additional staffing. There would be four to five regional managers from the consulting organization,

the CRM group’s five or six practice directors and four or five managers with CRM responsibility,

as well as the Vice Presidents described above.

60. Throughout each quarter beginning with Q1 2001 (the summer of 2000), the

group was consistently revising its forecast downward because of a lack of business in the pipeline.

Oracle’s original projections assumed that large customers in its install base would procure CRM,

4(...continued)
were so many "bugs" in the CRM applications, the development organ ization created "mega patches"
covering basica|ly all of the lolown anomalies in applications. They then incorporated this patch into
the base product and would re-cut the CD, deploying that to the field in place of the originally
shipped CD, which was misrepresented as a fimctional product. These re-cut CDS were referred to
as a "family pack," where the base product now incorporated all of the current patch fixes, and
relieved the consulting organization of the necessity to load each fix or patch individually and/or
incrementally.
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and, as described above, certain prospective deals were entered into the pipeline with projected

revenues in the $50 million range. However, since none of these large "mega deals" materialized,

the forecast submitted by the CRM group dropped dramatically during each quarter.

61.    The "pipeline" for the consulting organization, including the CRM group,

consisted of Excel spreadsheets that identified typical information for a prospective Oracle deal. In

addition, weekly reports prepared by Oracle Practice Directors included the following information

in Excel spreadsheet format: utilization percentage - based on the size of the director’s consulting

group; the amount of available billable hours to utilize; the rate at which the individual consultants

in the group would be billed; calculation of what expected revenue would be for the quarter; and

estimations of expenses for the quarter. These categories were rolled up to estimated revenue,

estimated expenses and estimated margin. These ~veekly reports consistently revised forecasts

downward fiom the original quarterly projections throughout Q1, Q2 and through at least December

of Q3 2001.

62. Practice .Directors were required to ensure that all information related to each

individual deal had been input into these spreadsheets at the end of each week, and finalized on

Mondays, so that each "practice" submitted a weekly report in the spreadsheet format to upper

management. These reports were all sent to Brad Scott, and the CRM group report was incorporated

into an overall consulting organization report which was then sent upward to executive management

including lhe Individual Defendants.

63.    The consulting group’s tbrecasting was based on loading of consultants to

perform work on various deals in Oracle’s consulting pipeline. However, as these deals were either

pushed out beyond when originally scheduled to begin, or just did not close, this would mean

consultants scheduled to perIbrm work were instead "on the bench," and those projected billable

hours would have to be subtracted from the forecast. By the beginning of Q3 2001, it became

evident there was no way that the consulting group was going to make their fiscal year projections.
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64. .Demonstrations of CRM capabilities to customers were "vaporware." When

consultants installed 1 l i Suite CDS at customer lZacilities as released by Oracle, it was certain that

many screens would not even come up, let alone be functional. OracIe’s development organization

aud the Vice Presidents heading the CRM group devised a scheme where the CRM consultants

worked at an Oracle office to put together certain demonstration screens - subject to a customer’s

specific requirements that would be of anticipated viewing interest -. which would appear to be

functional. At a local Oracle office closest to the client’s facility, the consultmats utilized patches

created by the development organization that would allow certain screens for a given application on

the client’s list to come up and work in a limited fashion. The consultants rigged these

demonstrations so that data was stored in a small database, where these presentations essentially

became a little pilot of specific applications that appeared to be operating in a full-blown database,

which in actuality was only a limited version of a limited group of screens processing limited data.

Once the pilot presentation was functional in the Oracle office, the consultants would move the

entire environment "to the customer facility for the demonstration. The customers were not told of

the limited nature of these pre-pl’epared demonstrations, or that other screens of the application were

still riddled with bugs and deficiencies, and would not work until the development organization

concluded additional patchwork.

65.    Once sold and once full inslallation begm~ at a customer site, these additional

incapabilities of CRM applications became immediately evident. This resulted in Oracle’s

deployment of additional employees from the consulting organization. Quality assurance testers

were sent to the customer site to begin testing various screens in each CRM application ordered by

the customer, kists were created of deI]ciencies, documenting errors and failures. Application

Database Administrators ("Apps DBAs") then began to work on resolving these problems, applying

patches that had been previously developed ~br the same issues, or communicating with the

development organization to create new ones.
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66. Whel~ consultants could not resolve a problem with an existing patch,

Teclmical Assistance Requests ("TARs") were sent into Oracle’s consulting organization describing

the problems and errors. Many times, this resulted in delays where the development organization

took several days to complete work on additional patches to fix those problems. During this process,

customers became well aware that Oracle’s product as released did not work properly and fl~at the

CRM applications required extensive effort and patchwork before being operational.

67. Oracle’s customers had negotiated fixed price deals for the procurement,

installation and implementation of CRM software. The excessive amounts of consulting hours

required to perform l li Suile-related activities at customer sites significantly eroded Oracle’s

margins. One particular deal with AmeviCredit in Dallas was so problematic that Oracle had taken

revenue fi-om the licensing portion of the sale and funneled some significant portion to the consulting

o~’ganization.

68. AmeriCredit, whose systems are mostly stable today, was one deal so

problematic that defendant Ellison became personally involved. In weekly conference calls during

this time fi’ame, it was also stated by either Brad Scott or Todd Davis that defendant Ellison was

scheduled to visit Telecom Corporation of New Zealand, Ltd. and Foster’s Group Limited in

Australia, because both potential purchasers of l li Suite applications and the CRM were so

concerned with timctionality that they required his personal involvement and assurances. In the

weekly calls there were frequent mentions of other contacts defendant Ellison made personally with

customers over 11 i Shire dissatisfaclion, or trepidation to purchase 1 ti Suite applications because

the software was riddled with bugs.

69.    Other major problems that occuwed during CRM installations involved the

integration of various Oracle applications enterprise-wide at the customer site. Even once "bugs"

i~a individual applications ’,’,’ere resolved by mega patches, there were still extensive integration

problems between the vmious application modules. In the developmen! process, it was apparent that

Oracle had pertbrmed very little testing of the applications interface capabilities. Although an
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application could be finally made to work with patches as described above, the way that the

applications worked together became an entirely different issue.

70.    Although Oracle advertised that CRM applications chosen by a customer

could be snapped together, the interface capability just did not exist. In addition, many of the "mega

patches" released to fix individual applications, ended up breaking interface capability with others

and Oracle’s development organization had to produce interface fixes for the integration effort at

customer sites. There were literally hundreds of integration problems between different applications,

whicb had to be resolved during the installation process at customer sites for CRM modules

throughout this time period.

71.    It has been alleged that the CRM module of the 11 i Suite was still incomplete

as of the end of 2000. In tQ~ct, the entire l-Procurement B2B module was totally missing and this fact

was widely known throughout Oracle as efforts to develop the missing module were still ongoing

at the end of 2000.

72. While Oracle, through defendant Ellison, claimed to save the Company $1

billion by implementing Oracle’s own software in 2000, the lli Suite software was not completed

until June or July 2000, the last quarter of Oracle’s fiscal year. Even then, the software did not work

either in-house or at customer locations. Internally, the timesheets module, which was created to

allow Oracle employees to enter their billable events, frequently locked up and flashed a white

screen with gibberish whenever too many users logged on. Oracle’s own sales people frequently

questioned how Oracle could sell the 1 li Suite CRM if it did not work in their own company.

73. The allegations concerning Oracle’s internal difficulties with the 1 l i Suite

software are consistent with other allegations concerning implementation problems at one of Oracle’s

largest customers, BellSouth Corporation ("BellSouth"). These implementation problems

completely contradict Oracle’s statemems concerning pre-intcgration and interoperability of 11i

Suite. Such difficulties should have been known mad expected by the Individual Defendants during

the initial production and introduction of 11 i Suite. In fact, the horizontal CRM model developed
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by Oracle, while it could work for smaller companies, would not likely meet complicated

requirements of large telecommunication companies that have many services and products, and the

Individual Defendants should have known that prior to completion and shipment of 11 i Suite in May

2000.

?4. Even into January 2001, the components office CRM module lacked an AP[

interlace and therefore could not connnunicate with one another. Furthern]ore~ because they could

not communicate~ the Individual Defendants did not even know if they would work once an

interfhce was actually installed. The lack of the APt interface was the cause of the severe delays in

implementation at BellSouth because Oracle’s senior consultants had to figure out how to write the

interfaces themselves. To accomplish this task, Oracle had at least 90-100 consultants ~vorking day

and night at BellSouth writing code to get the CRM interfacing and communicating properly.

75. BetlSouth had begun integrating l li Suite into its digital subscriber line

("DSL") business in the summer of 2000. BellSouth had planned on purchasing l li Suite for six

other business units, but the final decision was dependent upon the success of 1 li Suite in the DSL

division. Thus, Oracle was dependant on the successfi~l implementation of 11 i Suite to secure more

business from BellSouth. Immediately after integration began in June 2000, BellSouth was

complaining about serious quality issues in the 1 l i Suite base codes. Implementation problems were

so severe and persistent throughout the summer and fall of 2000 that they resulted in Oracle sending

a SWAT team of consultants to BellSouth headed by Senior Vice President, John Wheeler, who

reported to Oracle Executive Vice President, Jay Nussbaum. In fact, Oracle had as many as 90-100

consultants working at BellSouth to fix the problems. The BellSouth implementation was not

completed until January, 2001 at the earliest and, because of the instability of the software, BellSouth

deferred upgrading to and implementing 1 l i Suite in the other six business units. The problems at

BellSouth were so severe, and because Oracle was willing to pay anything to keep BellSoutt~ as a

customer, Oracle was not compensated by BellSouth for the last six months of the year 2000.
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76.    The BellSouth project had a severe detrimental affect on a deal that was in the

works during the fall of 2000 with Telia AB, a Swedish telecommunication company a deal worth

approximalely $35-$40 million. The deal was managed by Oracle Senior Vice Presidenl Gary

Moore. Telia AB had been negotiating with Oracle to purchase the 1 li Suite CRM module and

Oracle Financials (a similar packaging which Oracle frequently sold in order to help develop the

CRM module). However, Telia AB had also been waiting to see a U.S. telecommunications

company commit to Oracle products applications and consulting services before doing so

themselves. By January 2001, on the heels of failures at BellSouth, the Telia AB deal completely

fell through.

77.    In addition, Hewlett Packard began the upgrade to 11 i Suite in January 200 I

and the process was unusually buggy m~d required numerous patches. The upgrade required a huge

data conversion to make the system operable. Oracle had not disclosed during its sales presentations

that implementation required data conversion. Rather, they had advertised 1 l i Suite being pre-

integrated and interoperable out-of-the-box, meaning that the system had the ability to use the parts

of another system without conversion. Because of the unannounced data conversion requirement,

Hewlett Packard decided to stop the upgrade to l I i Suite and will not decide on whelher to upgrade

until 2002.

78.    JDS Uniphase ("JDS") has been running Oracle 3i and went live with Oracle’s

Field Sale iModule in January 2001. Eveu that module has hundreds of bugs. Moreover, Oracle

promised JDS that the field sales module would work offline, allowing sales people to use the

software even when they were not connected to the iuternet. However, the software did not work

offline. In fact, JDS was not informed by Oracle that the software would not work on 3i until after

Oracle had completed its installation. Because of these compatibility issues, JDS has also deferred

upgrading to 11 i Suite until there is demonstrable functionality.

79. Like JDS, a deal that Oracle had begun in Q3 2001 with The Principal

Financial Group also fell through because Oracle had promised certain features of 1 l i Suite that just
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were not substantiated. Defendant Ellison had specific knowledge about the progress of this account

because of its value of more than $1 million in product sales alone.

80.    Nantucket Allserve, inc. ("Nantucket"), the maker of Nantucket Nectars,

purchased Oracle’s 11 i e-business Suite in December 2000. However, before implementation of 11 i

Suite, the soft drink maker also got cold feet after hearing of implementation problems, including

multiple software patches and tong processing times implementing Oracle’s l li Suite at other

company sites. Nantucket iustead has decided to wait until next year to upgrade to 11 i Suite, giving

Oracle time to work out the kinks of the troubled software, and now uses an interim browser based

version application to run its back office systems.

81.    Alliance Coal, LLC ("Alliance"), an Oracle customer, is another example of

Oracle’s installed base customer that is deferring implementation of the l li Suile. Alliance is

running on Oracle’s 10.7 application and has decided to wait until next year to a’ttempt an upgrade

to 11 i Suite. Oracle eventually announced that it would no longer supporl 10.7, and would not offer

end-of-year patches for the 10.7 software.

82. The issue of support is the primary reason that GE Capital, in November 2000,

decided to purchase and implement the 1 l i Suite. GE Capital had been running on the Oracle 7.16

database and the 10.7 application and had comprehensive support agreements with Oracle for

support of those products. However, both were schedule to be de-supported, meaning no further

patches would be ~nade for enhancements. Because of this, GE Capital had to convert both its

database and applications, indeed, they could not choose to do only one convert because, for the

first time, Oracle issued ma application that was not compatible with any of its own earlier databases.

Prior to undertaking the move to l 1 i Suite, GE Capital representatives researched multiple forums

and discussion groups including the Oracle Applications Users Group and noted that they had not

fbund a single company brave enough to make the conversion from 10.7 to 11 i Suite. Rather, they

found that everyone was waiting tbr a success story before trying it themselves.
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83. Nevertheless, GE Capital start:ed the implementation process in early January

2001. The implementation from the beginning was exceptionally difficult because of problems with

the 1 li Suite software itself. Each of those problems was documented and submitted to Oracle in

TAR reports. Though GE Capital could download p,qtches directly from Oracle’s Technical Support

website, oftentimes the patches would "fix" too much and cause other errors. The conversion

process a~ GE Capital completely failed in April 2001, requiri~g a completely fi’esh install.

84. Oracle records and stores all problems suffered by all of its customers on a

database consisting of all of the Y~\Rs submitted by its field consultants for technical support as they

encounter problems at customer sites. These TAR reports must be submitted when Oracle’s

Metalink web page does not have a solution to the problem that can be downloaded for the website.

Every implementation is given a CSI number and all of the TARs for a specific customer or

implementation can be accessed by the CSI number. In some cases it was impossible to get a

solution to a TAR and impossible to get a customer care employee to personally help with proble~ns.

Instead, Oracle would admit to its consullants in the field that the product was released prematurely

and that nothing could be done.

85.    Motorola, lnc. also walked away fio~n upgrading to 1 li Suite in Q3 2001. In

mid-February 2001, Motorola, instead of taking on the risky and expensive challenge documented

by other companies who have had difficulty with 11 i Suite upgrades and conversions, decided to add

additional capability to its already functioning Oracle 10.7 system.

86. Oracle also confionted similar problems with Health Net, Inc., an account

managed by Executive Vice President John Wheeler. Ira March 2001, implementation difficulties

had risen to a level where Health Net was so angered by the fact that it was millions of dollars over-

budget that. they were withholding payments for Oracle’s consulting services and ultimately

ca~celled parts of the implemen’~ation project. There were huge problems with the implementation

of 1 I i Suite at Health Net because the 1 I i Suite applications just didn’t work.
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87,    Now Foods, a Bloomington, Illinois company, is cnrrently suffering from

implementation problems with the February release that was supposed to be the "working" release

of the 1 l i Suite software. To date, Now Foods has required more than 3,000 patches at this project

alone. Furthermore, those problems have caused their "go live" date to be postponed for months and

has cost the company more than S400,000 in profits.

88.    Even Citibank, one of the early purchasers of I 1 i Suite and frequently cited

as one of Oracle’s references that have purchased and implemented the product, has given up on parts

of its implementation. Citibank had originally intended to use 1 ti Suite in its services division,

which creates software to support thousands of other bank customers. Even as late as April 2001,

Citibank has not decided where to implement it.

89. JacMel Jewelry, Inc. ("JacMel"), also contracted with Oracle for

implementation of Oracle’s applications products. After attempting to install earlier Oracle

applications products, Oracle finally sold JacMel on the 11 i Suite based on representations that it

would be easy and seamless. However, despite many months, the software still did not work,

resulting in tremendous cost overruns and losses of current and future sales.

90. This group of Oracle customers, while indicative of the massive problems that

have plagued Oracle t li Suite customers overall, is severely limited in scope due to the

extraordinary efforts of the Individual Defendants to control and conceal the truth .from the

marketplace. It has been alleged that Eaton Corporation’s experience with 1 li Suite was a nine

month debacle of problematic integration and implementation. Moreover, because of a

confidentiality agreement with Oracle, Eaton Corporation is prohibited fi’om discussing the problems

publicly. Furthermore, it has been alleged that eflbrts to interview employees at BellSouth regarding

1 l i Suite were met with the response that no interview would take place without the permission of

Oracle and the presence of an Oracle representative. Because the implementation process involves

transferring all critical corporate information to Oracle’s online database, Oracle effectively holds

billions of dollars of the customers’ corporate information hostage to further its own interest in
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concealing the ineffectiveness of its software fi-om potential customers and investors. Due to these

agreements, several companies that have threatened litigation are now in the process of out-of-court

settlements with Oracle, including Nike Corporation, JacMel, Eaton Corporation, Cad M.

Cummings M fg. Co. and Dynamation.

91. At the start of the year 2000, Oracle derived 10-12% of its database license

revenue fi’om lnternet companies. By late September 2000, the beginning of the Company’s Q2

fiscal 2001, the market tBr Internet-business related products and services was suffering a severe

decline. Internet companies which had gone public only years or months before were unable to

generate revenues strong enough 1.o make them profitable, and venture capitalists and investors had

little interest in investing more money into the same companies who were proving that their business

models would result in little more than bankruptcy. In fact, by Q2 2001, many of Oracle’s best

dot.corn database customers’ money raising problems had reached crisis proportions, and by the end

of Q2 2001, al least thirty of the Company’s sizeable Internet database customers were already out

of business. In addition to the evisceration of at least thirty of Oracle’s significant Internet database

customers, also by the inception of Q2 2001, the majority of Oracle’s surviving Internet customers

were scrambling to maintain their business amidst volatile market conditions. While Oracle had

"powered" 93% of all lnternet initial public offerings in FY 2000, many of these companies’ ability

to fund themselves and to sustain their operations was in doubt, and as a result, malay if not all had

begun to cut back information technology orders. Furthermore, from their frequent conversations

with their customers and other Oracle employees, the Individual Defendants knew that even the

Company’s core customers were cutting information expenditures and that tlmse spending reductions

would cause Oracle’s future revenues to decline. The materially impaired condition of the dot,com

sector and the rapid disappearance of Oracle’s database customers was of critical importance to

Oracle, which derived approximately 12% of its FY 2000 database license revenue fl’om these

Internet companies.
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92.    Thus, at the time Oracle reported its Q2 20015 results (on December 14, 2000),

it faced increasingly bleak short-term and long-term prospects. Nevertheless, the Individual

Defendants wanted Oracle to continue to lock in customers to its own applications, at least until a

"working" product of the 1 l i Suite could be shipped, so that they could unload their shares before

the truth began to be revealed about Oracle’s true prospects. Thus, the Individual Defendants cause

to be disseminated positive information about Oracle’s business and prospects, concealing the fact

that, even in November 2000, customers were cutting back on expenditures for information

technologies which would hurt future results.

93.    The Individual Defendants also knew or should have known from Oracle’s

fiequem conversations with customers and its own staffthat the Company’s 11 i Suite, which bad

been first shipped to Oracle’s customers in May 2000, was bug ridden and required massive and

expensive programming systems integratiort work. The Individual Defendants, including Ellison

and Henley, knew that unless they continued to cause Oracle to ship 1 li Suite in its current Paulty

ibrm, it would be impossible to convince the market that Oracle would be able to meet their

phenolnenal Q3 projections. The Individual Defendants, including Ellison and Henley, also knew

that unless Oracle could quickly develop a "new version" with fewer technical difficulties by the end

of February 20011 (the end of its Q3), Oracle would be flooded ~vith returns. During the week of

February. 12, 2001, two weeks away fi’om the end of its Q3, the Individual Defendants caused Oracle

to push out the "working" version of I l i Suite (the third version) and ship it to its unhappy

customers who had purchased an earlier version.

94.    Ellison and the other Individual Defendants were personally familiar with

Oracle’s Q3 2001 revenues as they monitored Oracle’s sales and closely monitored the performance

of Oracle’s operations via reports from Oracle’s Finance Department, which were generated and

provided to Oracle Management, including defendants Ellison and Henley, on a regular basis ~md

via the OASIS pipeline reports, which smnmarized orders, dollar volume, buyer name, credit terms

~Oracle’s Q2 fiscal 2001 was the period fi’om September 1, 2000 to November 30, 2000.
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and product type. As a result, the Individual Defendants were aware that Oracle would be unable

to meet its projected results, as its software business was slowing and its customers were unable to

continue the capital expenditure programs at previous levels in light of the dramatic adverse

economic developments of 2000. The Individual DeJ’endants, however, continued to maintain

throughout the relevant period that Oracle would post Q3 2001 revenue and EPS of at least $2.9

billion and $0.12, respectively, when, in reality, they knew that Oracle could not possibly achieve

such performance.

95. By mid-December 14, 2000, the Individual Defendants knew that they would

be tmabte to show sequential em’nings growth in Oracle’s Q3. Worse, this would be the first time

in more than eight years that Oracle would report a declining sequential quarter in EPS growth.

Ellison and the other Individual Defendants knew that Oracle’s inability to post sequential growth,

and worse, the prospect of posting declining growth, would devastate Oracle’s share price, revealing

that contrary to Oracle’s assertions, it too was being impacted by the economic slow down.

Likewise, such inability to post sequential growth also would hurt Ellison and the other Individual

Defendants’ ability to profit from their sale of Oracle shares, including the 20+ million shares

defendant Ellison held options on that expired in August 2001, long before the Individual

Defendants expected Oracle’s stock price would recover from the economic slowdown.

96.    It was only on March 1,2001 that the truth about the Company was belatedly

disclosed, when at that time, the information was finally revealed that Q3 2001 EPS would come in

at leas~ 17% below Company guidance, that database-license revenue would come in flat at best

(well below the 20% growth the defendants had forecast only weeks before), that overall sales would

come in $200 million below forecasts demonstrating only 9% growth compared to the 20% Wall

Street expectation ....and that the growth in Oracle’s applications business of enterprise and front-

office sot’twm’e would be at least 25% below Wall Street estimates. This disclosure shocked the

market, causing Oracle’s stock to decline to as low as $15.75 per share before closing at $16.88 per

share on March 2,200 l, the first trading day following the release of Oracle’s Q3 2001 results. The
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/ndividual Defendmats’ illegal course of conduct inflicted billions of dollars of damage on Oracle’s

public shareholders, as over $90 billion in market capitalization disappeared since the time the

insiders liquidated their personally held Oracle stock, the price of which had fallen over 50% from

a high of $35 per share reached in January 2001. As a direct result of the Individual Defendants’

wrongfi~l and illegal course of conduct, the Company is now subject to several shareholder class

action law suits which allege securities fraud relating to the illegal insider trading and violations of

federal securities laws. Regardless of the outcome of these stilts, the result is that the Individual

iDefendants have caused irreparable harm to the Company’s reputation which will undoubtedly

negatively impact its ability to attract investments and raise capital going forward. Additionally, the

Individual Defendants’ have reaped the benefits that belong to the Company by using their

knowledge concerning, and control over, Oracle to unload nearly $1 billion of their personal

holdings of Oracle stock.

97. Despite the adverse market conditions and the severe cutbacks in database,

enterprise and front-office software expenditures by its customers, at no time did Oracle revise or

adjust it’s revenue and earnings projections for the Q3 or Q4 2001. Instead, and to the contrary, the

Individual Defendants adopted the public position that Oracle’s enterprise and database businesses

were "unfazed" by slowing personal-computer sales, the impaired condition of its current mad likely

potential customers and the general downshifting in the U.S. economy. By the end of December

2000, when Oracle released results for Q2 2001, Oracle’s CFO, defendant Henley, publicly

distinguished Oracle fi’om other technology companies who were by then being adversely affected

by negative market conditions and told analysts mad investors that "[a]ll tech companies are not the

same" and that "[w]e’re much more immune to economic ~ctors than others." At the end of Q2

2001, Oracle also stated that:

¯ Oracle’s pipeline was "never stronger" and its applications growth was
"accelerating," as enough customers were accelerating their purchases to
offset may declines resulting from the few customers who were cutting back
or reducing orders.
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¯ Oracle’s database and applications sales were rapidly growing and Oracle
would see no impact on its Q3 2001 results as a result of the slowing
economy.

98.    Subsequent to the release of its Q2 2001 results after the market closed on

December 1.4, 2000, defendants Ellison and Henley held a conference call for analysts, money and

portfolio managers, institutional iuvestors and large Oracle shareholders to discuss Oracle’s Q2

results and Q3 projections and its prospects. During the call - and in the follow-up conversations

with analysts---defendants El lison m~d Henley, made the following statements:

¯ (i) No programming systems integration work is necessary to implement the
1 l i Suite; (ii) Oracle would report Q3 200l EPS of $0.12; and (iii) customers
were favoring lhe .fully integrated versus piecing together different systems
fl’Oln different vendors.

¯ Oracle would report in Q3 2001:

¯     Application growth of 75%;

¯     Database growth of 20-25%;

¯      Licensing growth of 25%; and

¯ Total service growth of 15-20%.

99. Further, on December 14, 2000, Bloomberg issued a release written by Jim

Finkle("Finkle") based on an interview with defendant Henley repealing ttenley’s statements:

ORACLE 2ND-QTR NET RISES 62%; APPLICATIONS SALES JUMP

"Tl~e economy is slowing," Heuley said in an interview. "It’s" just not
havh~g a negative impact on our busines.~. "

"If they [Oracle’s customers] have to slow down on discretionary spending,
it’s not going to be on e-bus2ness," Henley said.

100. On December 15, 2000, defendant Henley held a conference call with

R@dioWallStreet.com to discuss Oracle’s Q2 results mad Q3 projections in which he stated:

¯ Tim margins were continuing to expand nicely and the application business
was really picking up steam. He saw no difference in demand for the
upcoming fiscal Q3.
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The applications business was going to be solid and steady. But the real
momentum in the much higher growth was going to be in the applications
business. That business can grow at very high rates for the next few years.

Oracle was seeing larger improvement across the board in every one of its
businesses, in its support business, in its consulting business, and so forth.

101. On December 15, 2000, Fink reported the following, based on conversations

with defendant Ellison, in his Bloomberg articles:

Ellison claims that using the Web-friendly products in its own business helped
Oracle save more than $1 billion.

Ellison said he hasn’t seen a drop in demand for Oracle products because
they’re not designed for PCS. Oracle can weather an economic slowdown because
its software helps companies cut costs in tough times, he said.

ORACLE SHARES RlSE AFTER REPORTING H1GHER 2ND-QUARTER
PROFIT

The economic slowdown isn’t hurting Oracle, said Oracle Chief Executive
Larry Ellison, because the company has spent the past three years updating its
product line to focus on software that helps companies use the Interact to cut costs
and boost efficiency.

102. On December 15, 2000, defendant Ellison spoke about the new software 11 i

Suite with Bloomberg analyst Dylan Ratigan and stated the following:

[W]e think that we have a huge winner in terms of the world’s first complete and
integrated e-business suite, the suite that puts all aspect of your business on the
Internet. There’s nothing like it in the marketplace. There’s no systems integration
required. No software modifications required to use our E-Business Suite. A very
different value proposition on the old style of implementing in business applications
and large companies.

103. As expected, these strong projections of phenomenal Q3 2001 growth had

the effect of increasing the value of Oracle common stock, and in the days immediately after these

bullish predictions were made the price of Oracle stock increased 17.9%, reaching a high of $32.44

Oll December 18, 2000 -- adding nearly $28 billion to Oracle’s market capitalization.

104. On Jmmary 5, 2001, Oracle issued a press release entitled "Oracle Enters New

Year Stronger Than Ever," The press release stated in part:
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Oracle Corp., the largest provider of software for e-business, today
highlighted a year of accomplislunents that have led to the compm~y’s strong position
as it enters 2001. Over the course of the past year, Oracle has distinguished itself
from the rest of the industry by introducing the first suile of integraied e-business
software, the Oracle(~ E-Business Suite [1 l i] .... Part of Oracle’s success story in
2000 was Oracle’s own implementation of the Oracle E-Business Suite, which
resulted in savings of over one billion dollars and continual improvements in its
operating margins above 10 points. As it enters 2001, Oracle is seeing rapid
adoption and implementation of its e-business software ....

105. On January 8, 2001, Edward J. "Sandy" Sanderson ("Sanderson"), Executive

Vice President, Consulting and Latin American Division of Oracle, visited the offices of Salomon

Smith Barney and made the following statements to securities research analysts, which were

repeated in a report issued by Salomon Smith Barney:

* Oracle EVP Sandy Sanderson visited our offices on Tuesday to address
investor inquires about traction with the 1 li E-Business Suite and 9i products and
Oracle’s view on the database and applications market in 2001.

* Oracle reiterates two key value propositions for its suite approach over best-
of-breed: (1) The suite provides a single view of the customer across the enterprise
and (2) The suite is pre-integrated and interoperable.

* Sanderson offered insight into Oracle’s view of the competitive landscape.

To recap, Oracle’s 11 i E-Business Suite includes modules for traditional ERP
(HR, financials), CRM (sales and marketing), e-procurement, supply chain
management (SCM), and exchanges. Oracle reiterates two value propositions for the
suite solution versus a "best-of-breed" approach:

* The suite provides a single view of the customer across the enterprise by
incorporaling a single data model.

* The suite is pre-integrated and fully interoperable out of the box, helping
to lower consulting costs and time-to-value.

Sanderson quantified the second value proposition with a services-to-product
ratio comparison: Instead of spending $4-$7 on consulting for every $1 spent on
software as many industry leaders suggest is the norm, Oracle sees a 1:1 ratio
internally. According to Sanderson, this reduction is a key component of the $1
billion Oracle purports to have saved by transitioning to a fully Web-enabled
e-business and ,,,,’ill contribute substantially to the second $1 billior~ the company
expects to save.

Product Update
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11 i E-Business Suite Update. The company provided the following statistics
regarding ~he status of the 1 l i E-Business Suite:

* 3,500 copies of applications shipped -pipeline looks strong; ...

Market Update

Oracle sees robust demand for both its database and applications business.
Specifically, Sanderson noted demand for ERP is surprisingly robust while advanced
planning and scheduling, CRM, and SCM products are also performing well. Oracle
says it is also seeing sustained demand .for its database product, despite industry-wide
concern over contracting IT budgets. Sanderson noted two trends driving demand
for databases is demand for the 1 l i applications that are typically bundled with the
database as well as applications ofolher vendors that rely on the functionality of the
Oracle database.

106. By the second week of January 2001, increased reports of an economic

slowdown began to put pressure on Oracle’s stock price. At this time, Oracle repeatedly denied that

the economic slowdown highlighted in current reports was having any impact on its business. On

January 11,2001, Oracle spokeswoman, Stephanie Aas ("Aas") publicly rebut’~ed any suggestion that

the economic slowdown would negatively impact Oracle. In response, Aas told analysts and

reporters the Ibllowing which was published in a Bloomberg news article on Thursday, January I l,

2001:

Company spokeswo~nan Stephanie Aas today said Oracle has yet to see any
signs that its business is beiug hurt by the economic slowdown or reported cuts to
information-technology budgets.

107. On January 15, 2001, Bloomberg published an article repeating defendant

Ellison’s statements concerning the hnpact of the economic slowdown and its current and fi~ture

effects on the Company:

Oracle is run by billionaire Larry Ellison. Executives in the U.S. said the
economic shtmp isn ’t a.[fecting Oracle and is unlikely to do so in the future because
most customcrs buy the softwm’e to help them use the lnternet to cut costs.

108. On January 16, 2001, Sanderson discussed Oracle’s future with Joe Bousquin

ofTheStreet.com follo~ving Oracle’s "B2B Day" at its Redwood Shores executive offices. During
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that interview, Sanderson confirmed that Oracle’s Q3 2001 was tracking according to plan -

including Oracle’s orders fiom customers - stating: "Our pipelines are strong." The statements made

by Sanderson and published in TheStreet.com had the immediate effect of sending Oracle shares

even higher, to over $34 per share on January 17, 2001.

109. At the time Sanderson’s statements were made, the Individual Defendants

knew that: (i) Oracle was not seeing robust, surprising or sustained demand for its products as

specifically detailed above; (ii) dem,’md for Oracle products across all product lines had

demonstrated significant weakness beginning in the summer of 2000; (iii) demand for new products

was so weak that management directed the sales force to reach out to Oracle’s installed base to

generate new sales; and (iv) not only were the pipelines not strong, prospective sales entered into

the Oracle pipeline reporting system were down by mote than 40% in comparison to 2000 totals (and

by February 2001 they were down more than 60%).

110. Oracle’s repeated assertions about how well the 11 i Suite worked and that it

saved Oracle $1 billion, as well as assertions that "no programming systems integration work was

necessary to implement the 1 li Suite" and that "the suite is pre-integrated and interoperable," were

inaccurate and misleading in that the 11 i Suite had massive technical flaws and required massive and

expensive programming systems integration work to function properly, Oracle faced integration and

compatibility issues integrating l li Suite with non-Oracle products, l l i Suite did not even work

properly with other Oracle products. As late as January 2001, Oracle engineers had not yet

developed an application programming inter~ace ("API") which would allow the 14 different Oracle

CRM modules to communicate with one another.

111. On January 16, 2001 the Company hosted a "B2B Day" at its Redwood

Shores, Calilbrnia campus to "introduce new software that helps companies collaborate with

suppliers and customers over the lnternet." Sanderson spoke with TSC Senior Writer, Joe Bousquin,

about Oracle’s sales outlook and specifically about the 1 l i Suite.

Joe Bousquin: I saw an article this morning where [Ariba CEO] Keith Krach
was talking about procurement, and I think the question was who was Ariba seeing
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out there as competition. Was it seeing Oracle? And Keith Krach said that since
[former Oracle president] Ray Lane departed tin June], you guys had, quote
"vaporized."

Sandy Sanderson: (Laughing) 1 would respond by saying 66% application growth
in Q2 and I would respond by saying 55% or 50% application growth for the year.
You know people are going to say whatever they want ....

Joe Bonsquin:      By some analysts’ estimates, as t:ar as applications growth
goes, you were talking earlier about 66%, which pleased many of the analysts on
Wall Street. But there’s still some discussion out there that in order to make the
numbers for the year, you guys will have to do a billion dollars in applications sales
in the [fiscal] fourth quarter [which ends in May]. Now, Oracle’s quarters are, or its
year is, back-end loaded, in that most of your business does come in the fourth
quarter.

Sandy Sanderson: I wouldn’t say most, but a good portion of it is.

Joe Bousqui~:
year?

Can you make those numbers on the applications sales this

Sandy Sanderson: You lcnow, it’s a big hill to climb. Every year we climb that
hill. I expect we’ll do it again. Our pipelines are strong, we’re well-positioned from
a products perspective, and so it’s all about execution. We’ve got stability and
matm-ity in the management team, people running the businesses. You look at the
people running the business, we’ve all been in place for quite a while mad we expect
to execute. So the fourth quarter will be a challenge, but every fourth quarler’s a
challenge.

112. By January 19, 2001, defendants’ statements had the desired effect as the price

of Oracle common stock spiked fi’om $31.80 to $34.56. Defendant Ellison wasted no time. On

Monday, January 22, 2001, defendmat Ellison began his sale of more than 29 million shm’es of Oracle

stock for nearly $900 million based on his possession of material adverse non-public information

described herein. This was his first sale of Oracle common stock in approximately 5 years.

113. Defendant Boskin unloaded over $5 million of his Oracle stock two days

prior. Defendants Henley and Lucas had dumped approximately $37 million a few weeks before.

114. Meanwhile, the 1 li Suite remained extraordinarily buggy. Those who did

purchase it, however, had been persuaded by the misrepresentations of Oracle which deliberately

misled customers regarding the quality of 1 li Suite and the ease at which the product can be

implemented.
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115. During February 2001, Oracle continued to make positive stalements,

including: (i) claims that the Company was on track to meet ils forecast, was seeing rapid adoption

ofa~3d implementation of its e-business software and thus was not feeling the effects of the ecot~omic

downturn; and (ii) that 1 l i Suite worked and was pre-integrated and interoperable out-of-the-box.

These statements were consistently repeated by defendants Ellison and Henley as well as by

Sanderson, as they endeavored to convince the public and potential customers that while it may have

been true that other technology and computer related companies would suffer fi’om the slowdown

in demand for computer and PC products, Oracle would survive and thrive because its products

reduced operating costs by using the lnternet l~r critical I?ont office and back office business

thnctions.

116. On February 8, 2001, First Union Securities, Inc. after meeting with Oracle’s

senior management, including defendant Henley, authored a report stating:

On February 7th, we met with management of Oracle, including CFO Jeff
Henley at Oracle Headquarters. We note the followiug points regardfiag our meeting:

* Oracle is not seeing the eft?cts of a slowing economy at this point, but next
several weeks will be critical.

* Oracle now has 125 live 1 l i customers with strong ramp expected in future
weeks.

* Management reiterates guidance of 15-20% y/y database revenue growth
and 75% y/y applications revenue growfla for FQ301.

Oracle is not seeing the effects of a slowing economy at this point, but next
several weeks will be critical. CFO Henley commented that Oracle is not seeing a
decline in sales at this point as a result of reduced corporate spending, although this
issue has plagued several other large technology companies... Henley also indicated
Oracle would not be immune 1o any prolonged economic downturn, but felt that
current forecasts lbr F2002 were conse~vative and had room for some general
eco~aomic w~akll~ss,

Management ~#erates guidan~ of 15-20% y/y database revenue growth
and 75% y/y applications revenue g~wth for FQ3’OI. Although database revenue
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faces tough y/y comps, the company reiterated guidauce of 15-20% growth.
Management also indicated the applications revenue pipeline was strong and
margins for the supply chain suite were meeting expectations in addition to
reiterating expectations for 75% revenue growth in FQ3. However, the company
also said it did not intend to reinstate the previous policy of breaking out revenue by
application as in the p~t. Therefore, tracking actual traction of CRM and other apps
products will be difficult. Investors will instead be limited to tracking the growth of
the e-business suite as a whole.

117. On February 8, 2001, Deutsche Banc Alex. Browaa issued a report written by

James Moore ("Moore") mad Charles Chert ("Chen") repeating statements made by defendant Henley

on February 7, 2001.

HIGHLIGHTS:

VISIT WITH MANAGEMENT. Yesterday, we checked in with Oracle for
a mid-quarter update with CFO Jeff Henley and VPs in the server and applications
development organizations.

PERSPECTIVE ON THE MACRO ENVIRONMENT. According to
management, it has yet to see ntacro-related weakness in its business ....

STRONG PRODUCT POSITIONING MAY HELP WEATHER THE
STORM. E-business software remains a top corporate IT priority, trod we believe
Oracle is in the midsl of a strong product cycle with its 11 i applications suite and
forthcoming 9i database/application server platform. Barring a severe economic
downturn, management sees continued growth driven by strong demand in key
segments such as supply chain, customer relationship management and collaboration.

NO CHANGE TO OUTLOOK, RECENT GUIDANCE. Mr. Henley
reiterated that the company’s outlook and guidance were unchanged for F3Q’O1
(Feb). Attempting to call Oracle’s quarter with three weeks remaining and a good
deal of business still to be done may be premature at this point. Given the weakening
macro environment, material upside to estimates ($2.9B rev., $0.12 EPS) mad upward
revision to forward estimates seems less likely than three months ago, particularly
in light of softening outlooks provided by other tech bellwethers such as Cisco and
Sun Microsystems.

118. On Februmy 9, 2001, the price of Oracle common stock fell 13%, leading

other computer software-related stocks lower, as rumors circulated that Oracle’s Q3 2001 earnings

would suffer as economic growth continued to slow. Oracle immediately sought to halt the decline

in the price of Oracle stock and directed spokeswoman Jennifer Glass to issue the following

statements:

ORACLE SHARES FALL ON CONCERN EARNINGS OUTLOOK MAY TURN
GRIM
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Still Upbeat

Oracle is still upbeat about its prospects for earnings growth, which will be
fueled by a new suite of lntemet-friendly business software dubbed Oracle 1 li,
spokeswoman Jennifer Glass said.

"We haven’t changed our projections at all," Glass said. "This slowdown
is going to provide new opportunities for Oracle as companies need to streamline
and be more strategic about the technology they buy."

~ 19. On February 13, 2001, Sanderson appeared at an analyst conference hosted

by Goldman Sachs at which he too affirmatively rebutted speculation that Oracle’s Q3 2001 would

fall short of Company sponsored projections, hnmediately following the conference, Joe Bousquin

of Tl~eStreet, com, issued a report, dated February 13, 2001, which reiterated Oracle’s Q3 2001

guidance and explained that Oracle was not being affected by adverse market conditions and that the

Company was actually seeing an acceleration of new purchases:

As an example, [Sanderson] said one recent deal he’s involved in wasn’t scheduled
to close until Oracle’s lburth quarter, which ends in May. Instead, that deal should
now close shortly.

"1 met with the COO and he decided he wanted to do it in February [instead of
May]," Sanderson said.

Sanderson said its database and application software businesses are strong.

"Actnally, onr pipelines around applications and database have never been
stronger,"Sanderson said.

120. On February 13, 2001, George Roberts, Oracle’s Executive Vice President of

North American Sales, discussed Oracle’s Q3 2001 earnings and revenue projections as well as the

general state of its business at the Robertson Stephens Technology Conference in San Francisco.

Here, Roberts confimaed that Oracle’s previous guidance of Q3 2001 EPS was on target and that the

Company was poised to report earnings of $0.12 when it announced Q3 2001 results in the

upcoming two weeks. According to Roberts, "[Oracle was then] seeing aceelet"ating applications

growth."
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121. In l"act, in early Februmy 2001, Oracle’s pipelines had never been worse. All

key indicators in Oracle’s pipeline suggested that business growth had nearly slowed to a halt.

Indeed, by the second week in February 2001, the business pipelines for applications and database

were both down nearly 60%. The sales people who had been accustomed to entering Ol-~e or two

deals into the OASIS pipeline daily, now only entered one potential deal every several days; the

dot,corn sales group consisted of many representatives who were only at 20% of their sales quota

for the year with only one quarter left in the fiscal year; a significm~t number of the consulting staff

had been sitting on the bench without any prospects of new work within or outside of their specific

territory; and the gross margins on the 8i database products had eroded due to increasing price

competition l¥om IBM and Microsoft.

122. The lack of a working lli Suite had taken a toll on Oracle’s applications

business as well as its core database business. As noted earlier, the Individual Defendants had

decided to compete head-to-head with the "best-of-breed" application providers. IBM, in late 1999,

had stopped competing with these best-of-breed providers who had historically been responsible for

driving 25% of Oracle’s core database business, in approximately the past 18 mo~ths, IBM has

signed over 59 alliances with application makers such as Siebel Systems, Inc., Ariba, Inc. and

PeopleSoft, Inc.- all Oracle rivals. Many had worked with Oracle for years, but are now happy to

align with a company they do ~ot compete with. "’l will ~ot help Oracle make a single dime that !

don’t have to,’" says Rick Bequist, a Senior Vice President at PeopleSoft.

123. These events did not deter defen.dant Ellison. On February 13, 2001, Ellison

appeared in Paris, France and proclaimed that Oracle was on track to save another $1 billion this

t]scal year and an additional $1 billion next year as it used its own I l i Suite (presumably working)

to rma more efficiently. Defendant Ellison said he saved Oracle $1 billion in its FY 2000, by

implementing its Oracle 1 l i Suite of business soRware programs.

124. In response to these statements and confirmation of Oracle’s "strong"

application and database business, and the fact that, according to the Individual Defendants, those
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lines of business "[had] never been stronger," the price of Oracle com~non stock spiked 12%, trading

above $25 per share on February 14, 2001.

125. Between February 21-23, 200t, defendants Ellison and Henley met with

analysts, money portfolio managers, instilutional investors and large Oracle shareholders at the

AppsWorld Conference in New Orleans, Louisiana where they again confirmed that Oracle was

poised to meet its Q3 2001 projected results, and that its business remained solid and its prospects

unchanged. During the meetings - and in the follow-up one-on-one conversations with analysts -

defendants Ellison and Henley stated:

¯ Oracle would report Q3 fiscal 2001 EPS of $0.12.

¯ Applications sales were accelerating during Q3 fiscal 200l and would
continue to do so through the end of FY 2001.

¯ Oracle’s margins were materially expanding and could be expected to
continue to do so through the end of FY 2001.

¯ Oracle was experiencing rapid growth in its server licensing business.

¯ Oracle would report Q3 2001 revenue of in line with previous guidance.

¯ Oracle would report FY 2001 EPS of $0.49-- $0.12 in Q3 fiscal 2001 and
$0.18 in Q4 fiscal 2001.

¯ Oracle was seeing no impact on its business or operations as a result of any
pmported slowdown in the U.S. economy.

126. On February 21,2001, Deutsche Bane Alex. Brown issued a report written

by Moore and Chert which repeated defendant Henley’s statements made at the AppsWorld

Conference:

MANAGEMENT GUIDANCE UNCHANGED

CFO JeffHenley gave a brief presentation to the financial community, but
offered no commentary on the current quarter (company is in its quiet period) and no
change to guidance. Mttnagement still expects growth in applications license
revenue to accelerate in the second half of fiscal 2001 (May) above the 43% and
66% reported i~t the 3rirst two J~scal quarters.

127. On February 23, 2001, CIBC World Markets Corp. issued a report written by

M. Eisenstat repeating the Individual Defendants’ statements at the AppsWorld Conference:
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Upbeat Conference, but no Cajun Spice P2-2

Currently there are 180 customers are live on 11 i, with over 2,500 implementations
in process. The company continues its development efforts in delivering more robust
product. Approximately 45% of 1 li is comprised of new modules. Management
also sees strong demand in the areas of CRM and SCM.

Our quarterly EPS estimates are shown below.

1Qtr. 2Qtr. 3Qtr. 4Qtr. Year

FY 2000 Actual $0.04 $0.06 $0.08 $0. l 5 $0.34

FY 2001E Current $0.08A $0.11A $0.12E $0.12E SO.ME

FY 2002E Current $0.08E $0.11E $0.151E $0.25E $0.61E

128. As these statements were made, the Individual Defendants knew throughout

Q2 and Q3, (i) Oracle’s new software 1 li Suite was broken and needed massive integration and

implemetatation work to be ftu~ctional; (it) potential customers were increasingly reluctant to risk

upgrading to software because of high implementation costs related to bugs and poor integration;

(iii) the slowing U.S. economy was severely impacting all business sectors at Oracle; and

(iv) demand for Oracle products was weak due to poor functionality of the l li Suite.

129. Even as late as the morning of March 1, 2001, the Conapany’s statements

positively influenced analysts as Bluestone Capital issued a written report by Jean Orr, upgrading

Oracle stock to market outperform, reiterating management’s statements of the week prior:

Upgrading to 2-Outperform from 4-Underperform; Lowering Price Target

HIGHLIGHTS

* We are upgrading our rating on Oracle stock to 2 (Outperform) fi’om 4
(Underperfonn) and reducing our price target to $27 from $32 per share.

* The company’s fundamentals remain strong; management indicated last
week that Oracle had not experienced any slowdown in business this quarter.
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* Oracle’s business continues to grow; the current pipeline is as strong as it
has ever been, according to management. Application revenues, which were up 69%
year over year in the first two qua~l.ers of fiscal 2001, are benefitting from increased
in-tplementations of the company’s suite of products.

130. Later, the same day as the Bluestone Capital report (March 1,2001), Oracle

revealed that, contrary to prior assurances of Oracle’s continuing "strong" revenue and EPS growth,

including the assurances less than two weeks earlier that demand remained strong, Oracle would post

revenue and EPS decl#ws, sending Oracle’s shmes into a free t:all.6 In a press release Oracle stated:

Oracle would post sequential EPS declines.

¯ Database growth would beflat to slightly negative.

¯ Applications growth would be two-thirds of what defendant Ellison had projected.

13 I. These disclosures shocked the market, causing Oracle’s stock to decline to as

low as $15.75 per share betbre closing at $16.88 per share on record volume of more than 221

million shares, inflicting billions of dollars of damage on Oracle. The Individnal Defendants’

misconduct has vaporized over $90 billion in market capitalization since the time the insiders

liquidated their personally held Oracle stock, the price of which had fallen over 50% from a high of

$35 per share reached in January 2001..

132. Thereafter, on Marcia 15, 2001, Oracle held a conference call with securities

analysts and attempted to explain how its quarterly results could so widely miss public guidance.

Fox example: (i) as opposed to 75% applications growth projection, applications grew only 25%; (ii)

as opposed to 25% projected database growth, database grew a mere 6%; (iii) as opposed to 25%

projected license growth, license grew only 6%; and (iv) as opposed to projected service growth of

20-25%, service grew only 12%. The Individual Defendants maintained that the cracks did not

really begin to show until the last four days of the quarter, but distmaced themselves from the

pipeline reporting systems that they had so strongly asserted would support their aggressive earnings

(’Even then the truth about the magnitude of the shortfall was not made clear to the public as
defendant Ellison stated that the main cnlprit for the miss was the core database business and that
applications would still post 50% growth.
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results. Instead of refe~ing to their business as being immune from the slowdown in the economy

and providing new opportunities (like represented previously), Oracle management said the economy

was a "wildcard," and that the Company’s performa~ce in the future would be in line with U.S.

economic performance.

133. At the time each of the positive statements were made, the Individual

Det’endants knew that:

a. demand for Oracle’s products was being adversely affected by adverse

market conditions because the Individual Defendants knew or disregarded that many of its former

customers were going out of business or adopting defensive business strategies which no longer

included making large investments in enlerprise and/or database software products and that, as a

result, Oracle’s customers were becoming increasingly unable to pay for Oracle’s products;

b. growth in Oracle’s business-application software line would be only

two-thirds of the growth stated by the Individual Defendants;

c. growth in Oracle’s database software, the Company’s "cash cow,"

would be zero as compared to the 20%-25% growth stated by the Individual Defendants;

d. revenue would not meet or exceed Company guidance for Q3 200l

as the Company was experiencing a revenue shortfall of at least $200 million for the quarter;

e. of the customers who were uot scaling back on their software

purchases, many Oracle customers were refusing to upgrade to Oracle’s new 1 l i Suite due to the

instability of this product. These customers had become aware that certain pieces of the new Oracle

system were suffering fi’om giant gaps, including gaps in its CRM modules that Oracle failed to

correct with code patches;

f. customers were also not orderi~g Oracle’s new 1 l i Suite software

because they xvere aware tlmt substantial program~nfing syslems integration ~vork was required to

implement the 1 l i Suite into their existing Oracle systems and applications, thereby rendering the

Suite undesirable to Oracle’s custolners; and
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as a result of a. through f. above, it was impossible for Oracle to

achieve Q3 2001 EPS and revenue of $0.12 and $2.9 billion, respectively.

134. In addition to the foregoing, immediately following the announcement of

Oracle’s Q3 2001 results, the financial press reported on the inconsistencies that existed between the

guidance given, as late as the week before the Company’s March l, 2001 announcement, and the

actual results announced, as follows:

¯ SmartMoney. corn (March 2, 2001 ):

CHIEF EXECUTIVE Larry Ellison has been known to make outrageously bold
statements from time to time, some of which have come back to haunt him.
Unfortunately, that trait seems to have rubbed offon the folks who work with him.

Back in December, Oracle Chief Financial Officer Jeff .Henley said the
enterprise-software company was unfazed by slowing personal-computer sales and
a downshifting U.S. economy in general. "All tech companies are not the same,"
Henley said after Oracle had issued a solid second-quarter earnings report. "We’re
much more immune to economic factors than others."

If by "more immune" he memat "more oblivious to," we’d agree. After the
close on Thursday, the world’s second-biggest software company (after Microsoft)
issued its first earnings warning of the new millennium .... That news, and the lack
of future guidance, caused a slew of analysts to lower earnings estimates, downgrade
Oracle’s stock, or both.

Shortly after Henley ate his words, investors cut their losses, sending shares
.plunging 21%, to $16.88 on Friday. Not that the sell-off was unprecedented;
~nvestors had already sent the stock down 38% between Jan. 19 and the close of
trading Thursday.

"This is a really tough quarter," says Mark Murphy, an analyst at
FAC\Equities. While he says he expected Oracle to issue an earnings warning, he
didn’t anticipate that the revenue results would be as gruesome as they turned out to
be.

Murphy doesn’t hold out much hope for Oracle shares in the short term,
either. During bad times such as the mid-1980s, the company has traded at a price-to-
earnings ratio of less than 18 lZar lower than today’s still-lofty P/E of 33. Murphy
doesn’t think Oracle’s multiple will fall to 18, but he wouldn’t be surprised if it
touched 23, which would make for a $12 stock based on Murphy’s revised earnings
estimates.

Reuters (Marcia 1, 2001):
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"We’re seeing a very substantial slowdown in the U.S. economy that is
making people cautious in all of their spending, including spending for software,"
Oracle Chairman and Chief Executive Larry Ellison told Reuters~

Oracle said its formerly bullish forecasts began to crumble when senior
executives in the United States were reluctant to give final approvals as Oracle
pushed to close sales for its fiscal third quarter, which ended on Wednesday.

"As long as the economy doesn’t get worse, we think we’re going to be just
fine. We think we’re better equipped to deal with the slowdown than any other
company on earth," Ellison said.

[Credit Suisse First Boston] Analyst [Brent] Thill, however, sees more
disappointment to colne.

He said the software industry has been in a slump for the past six months but
stock prices haven’t bottomed out yet.

Thill said he would not be surprised if shares of some software companies
slide another 15 percent to 25 percent.

"l don’t know what’s going to fix this," [Mark] Verbeck [Senior Analyst,
Epoch Parmers] said.

TheStreet. corn (March 1,2001):

After saying for months that its business wasn’t feeling the impact of an
economic slowdown, Oracle said Thursday that revenue mad earnings would fall
short of consensus estimates for its just-ended fiscal third quarter. The culprit? Last-
minute deals falling through because of the economy, stupid.

Company executives were bullish in their estimates up mad down Wall Street
in the days leading up to the warning. Not only did Oracle executives give bullish
presentations at investment conferences two weeks ago, the company sharpened its
horns at its AppsWorld users’ conference last week in New Orleans.

"1 had dinner with JeffHenley at the New Orleans event," said Jim Pickre.l,
an analyst at J.P. Morgan H&Q, who had a buy rating on the stock as of Thursday
evening. "Any chance he had to introduce a hedge clause into the conversation, he
[didn’t take]. Things change fast, and I’m certainly not ruling out the scenario as they
laid it out, but that still creates surprise." (J.P. Morgan H&Q hasn’t done
underwriting for Oracle.)

There will likely be a lot of sore ears on Wall Street Friday as investors
demand to know how company officials could have so thoroughly failed to detect
imminent problems. Henley, Oracle’s CFO for a decade, sounded a mea culpa in an
interview with TheStreet. com.
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135. On April 12, 2001, Oracle filed its Form 10-Q for Q3 2001 with the Secnrities

and Exchange Commission ("SEC"). The Form 10-Q reporls that "slowdown in license revenues

in the third quarter of fiscal 2001 was primarily due to uncertainty related to economic conditions

in the United States of America, that negatively impacted demand for the Company’s systems and

business application products."

136. During the relevant period, certain of the individual Defendants exercised and

sold the following amounts of their Oracle stock while in possession of material adverse infom~ation

about Oracle’s business, operations and financial condition which they knew had not been disclosed

to the public:

DATE

12/27/00

1/22/01 -

1/29/01

1/22/01 -

1/_~i/01

1117/01

1/17/01

/4/01

/4/01

INSIDER ACTION

Ellison,

Lawrence

Ellison,

Lawrence

Ellison,

Lawrence

Boskin,

Michael J.

Boskin,

Michael J.

Henley,

Jeffrey O.

Henley,

Jeffiey O.

.1.

Jo

CEO Exercised

CEO Exercised

CEO Sold

D Exercised

D Sold

VP    Exercised

VP Sold

SHARES

815,000

PRICE

($)
0.23

VALUE

($)
187,450

22,232,000

29,084,576

150,000

150,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

0.23

30.03 -

32.01

1.44

33.58

32.31

5,113,360

894,802,664

216,000

5,037,000

1,174,048

32,310,000
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DATE

L/3/01

113101

INSIDER

Lucas,

Donald L.

Lllcas,

Donald L.

ACTION

D Exercised

D Sold

SHARES

50,000

150,000

PRICE

($)
3.69

30.98

VALUE

($)
553,500

4,647,000

137. These sales were not part of any ordinary or regular pattern of selling.

Further, the nature and timing of these insider sales was highly suspicious given their proximity to

the release of significantly disappointing Q3 2001 results, and the fact that they were

disproportionate and far larger than previous sales by those Individual Defendants. For example,

defendant Ellison’s unloading of over $894 million of Oracle common stock was his first sale in

approximatcly six years.

138. As evidenced by the foregoing, the Individual Defendants breached their

fiduciary duties to Oracle, committed gross mismanagement, abused their control of Oracle, and

have been unjustly enriched, by, inter alia, knowingly, willfully and/or intentionally:

a. selling Oracle common stock based on material, adverse non-public

information;

b.    causing Oracle to engage in the misconduct set forth herein;

c.     failing to supervise adequately and concealing from the public,

including Oracle’s public shareholders, the true facts concerning the operations of Oracle and the

true effects the downturn in the lnternet economy was having and would continue to have on Oracle;

d. failing to supervise adequately the employees and officers of Oracle

and failing to instruct them to act with honesty and integrity in order to preserve and enhance

Oracle’s reputation in the business community;
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e. exposing Oracle to potential liability, lost earnings, lost future ear~aings

and lost goodwill as a result of their misrepresentations and their attempt to conceal the damage to

Oracle;

i~ailing to institute legal action against those responsible for causing

Oracle to engage in the decepti’,,e practices in violation of state and federal securities laws and

thereby exposing Oracle to liability and other fitlancial injury resulting therefrom;

g. causing the Company to be liable for the defense mad indemnification

of those directors and officers responsible for exposing Oracle to liability in the above-mentioned

securities litigation;

h. ti~iling to ensure that Oracle’s public statements conformed with the

federal and state laws; and

i. misleading the investment community, including Oracle’s public

shareholders, by making false and materially misleading statements concerning the true financit~l

and operational condition of the Co~-npany by drafting or approving of the public dissemination of

Oracle’s press releases and other public statements, as well as reports and SEC filings, which were

materially false and misleading and failed to disclose adverse ir~formation about, Otter alia, the

Company’s financial condition and exposure to risk of loss and actual losses related to the slowdown

in dema~d for enterprise or database related software or services.

139. The Individual Defendants, as a result of the substantial financial benefits they

received and continue to receive as a result of their positions at Oracle, engaged in and/or aided and

abetted and/or acquiesced in the wrongful actions complained of herein and resolved all conflicts

of interest in favor of themselves in order to protect and preserve their positions with Oracle trod the

fi~ancial benefits that flow the~’efvom.

140. In order to facilitate and to attempt to conceal their wrongdoing, the Individual

Defendants have caused Oracle to maintain an inadequate system of internal and external financial
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and accounting controls such that Oracle’s assets have not been reasonably safeguarded against

lllisuse.

141. Oracle’s Board of Directors operated as a collective entity through periodic

meetings held either in person or telephonically where the Board discussed matters affecting its

business and reached collective and consensual decisions as to what action to take.

142. As a result of the Individual Defendants’ wrongful and improper actions,

including their abuse of control and their unjust enrichment, their alleged violations of state and

federal securities laws, and their failure to maintain a system of internal and external financial and

accounting controls adequate to ensure the preservation of the Company’s assets (including both

tangible and intangible assets), Oracle has suffered considerable damage to and drastic diminution

in value of its tangible a~ad intangible assets.

143. Oracle will expend significavtt sunas of money as a result of the improper

actions described above. Such expenditures will include but are not limited to:

Costs them’red to carry out internal investigations, including legal fees

paid to outside counsel; a~d

b. Costs and legal fees for defending Oracle, its officers and its directors

against private litigation arising from the illegal mad improper conduct alleged herein, including, but

not limited to, litigation by Oracle customers m~d Oracle investors.

DERLVATIVE AND DEMAND FUTIL|TY AI.LEGAT_I.O_N~

144. Plaintiffs bring this action derivatively in the right and for the benefit of

O,acle to redress injuries suffered, and to be suffered, by Oracle as a direct result of the breaches of

fiduciary duty, violations of law, abuse of control, gross mismanagement, unjust enrichment ~md

constructive fraud, as well as the aiding and abetting thereof, by the Individual Defendants.

145. Plai,~tiffs will adequately and fairly represe~t the interests of Oracle and its

shareholders in enforcing and prosecuting its rights.
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146. Plaintiffs m’e and were owners of the stock of Oracle during all times relevant

to the Individual Defendants’ wrongful course of conduct alleged herein.

147. Plaintiffs have not made any demand on the present Board of Director of

Oracle to institute this action because such a demand would be a futile, wasteful and useless act,

particularly for the following reasons:

a. Each of the key officers and directors knew of and/or directly

benefitted from the wrongdoing complained of herein;

b. Directors of Oracle, as more fillly detailed herein, participated in,

approved and/or permitted the wrongs alleged herein to have occurred and participated in efforts to

conceal or disguise those wrongs fi’om Oracle’s stockholders or recklessly and/or negligently

disregarded the wrongs complained of herein, mad are therefore not disinterested palates;

c. In order to bring this suit, all of the directors of Oracle would be forced

to sue themselves and persons with whom they have extensive business and personal entanglements,

which they will not do, thereby excusing demand;

d. The acts complained of constitute violations of the fiduciary duties

owed by Oracle’s officers and directors and these acts are incapable of ratification;

e. Each of the directors of Oracle authorized and/or permitted the false

statements disseminated directly to the public or made directly to securities ,malysts and which were

made available and distributed to shareholders, authorized and/or permitted tile issuance of various

of the false and misleading statements and are principal beneficiaries of the wrongdoing alleged

herein, and thus could not fairly and fully prosecute such a suit even if such suit was instituted by

them;

f. The directors of Oracle cannot be relied upon to reach a truly

independent decision as to whether to commence the demanded actions against themselves or other

directors mad officers responsible for the misconduct alleged in this Complaint, in that, inter alia,

the Board of Directors is dominated m~d controlled by defendant Ellison, who co-founded the
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Company, who currently owns and controls approximately 25% of its voting stock as Oracle’s largest

single shareholder and who hand-picked the other members of the Board (the individual

Defendants), all of whom are personally beholden to det:endant Ellison for their positions and who

each were directly involved in the misconduct alleged, or who recklessly or negligently disavowed

such knowledge, and who each approved the actions complained of, and to whose directives and

views the Board has consisten.tly acceded and will continue to accede] Th.is domination of the

Board of Directors by defendant Ellison has impaired the Board’s ability to validly exercise its

business judgment and rendered it incapable of reaching an independent decision as to whether to

accept plaintiffs’ demmads;

g. The directors of Oracle, because of their inter-related business and

personal activities, have developed debilitating conflicts of interest which prevent the Board

members from taking the necessary and proper action on behalf of the Company as requested herein.

In addition to the conflicts that exist as a result of their participation ill misleading investors and

making false statements regarding Oracle’s l li Suite product and Oracle’s finmacial position and

forecast, as detailed herein infra, the majority of the Board, inclnding the defendants listed below,

are subject to the tbllowing prejudicial entanglements:

° Defendants Ellison, Boskin and Lucas are investors in Koplovitz’s
compact3: When defendant Koplovitz assumed the role of CEO at Working
Woman, Inc. she took a stake in the business with a group of investors,

~’As further evidence of defendant Ellison’s control and domination over the Board of
Directors, according to the Company’s FY 2001 Proxy Statement, filed with the SEC on September
11, 2000, defendant Ellison is a member of the three-person Executive Committee (along with
defendants, Lucas and Henley), which is generally vested with all the powers of the Board of
Directors, except that the Executive Committee cannot take action beyond cerlain financial limits,
liquidate the Compmay, sell all or substantially all of the Company’s assets, merge the Compm~y with
another company where the Company .is not the surviving entity or take m~y other action not
permitted to be delegated to a committee under Delaware law or the Company’s Bylaws. Moreover,
despite the significa~t power and auti~oriO~ of the Executive Committee, this Committee did ttot
meet a single time during FY 2000, and dnring that same period acted trine times by unanimous
u,ritten consent. Also, as the sole member of the Company’s Planning Committee, defendant Ellison
is also authorized to approve stock option awards, subject only to certain limitations. Lastly, a
former Oracle executive has expressed defendant Ellison’s domination m~d control succinctly stating,
"what Larry wants, Larry gets." Jay Greene and Jim Kersletter, "Who Will Help Ellison Run
Oracle? Ask Again Later," Business lYeek, Dec. 4, 2000.
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including defendant Ellison. Sam Hill Financial Company, of which
defendant Lucas is a general partner, is also an investor in Working Woman,
Inc. Defendant Boskin is also an investor in Working Woman, Inc.
Furthermore, Working Woman, inc. gave Oracle $500,000 in exchange for
$t million worth of software. Because of these entangling business
relationships, neither defendant Ellison, defendant Boskin, defendant Lucas
nor defendanl Koplovitz will take the action requested by plaintiffs herein
against one another or the remainder of the Oracle Board.

Defendant McGinn is Chairman and CEO of Lucent, a large buyer of
Oracle products. McGi,m is Chairman and CEO of Lucent. Lucent
purchases approximately $51 million of products and services a year from
Oracle. Additionally, Oracle has purchased products from Lucent. Because
of this entangling business relationship, defendant McGi~m will not take the
action requested by plaintiffs herein against the remainder of the Oracle
Board, and the remainde~ of the Oracle Board will not take "~he action
requested by plaintiffs herein against defendant McGinn.

Defendants Ellison and Henley sit together on another company’s Board
of Directors. Defendants Ellison and Henley are directors of Liberate
Technologies. Liberate Technologies has developed a strategic alliance with
Oracle. Because of this entangling business relationship, neither defendant
Ellison nor defendant Henley will take the action requested by plaintiffs
herein against one another or the remainder of the Oracle Board.

Defendant Ellison has been actively assisting the National Women’s
Business Council ("NWBC"), which Koplovitz chairs. Defendant
Koplovitz is the chairperson of the NWBC. Defendant Ellison co-hosted an
NWBC event which focused on women techaaology firms. Oracle also
sponsored Springboard 2000, an event put on by fl~e NWBC which was the
first ever venture capital forum to showcase women entrepreneurs. Because
of these entangling business and extracun’icular relationships, neither
defendant Ellison nor defendant Koplovitz will take the action requested by
plaintiffs herein against one another or the remainder of the Oracle Board.

Defendants Boskin and Kemp are friends; defendants Ellison and Kemp
became friends through an introduction by defendant Boskin. In 1992,
defendants Boskin and Kemp both held government positions. They both
spoke at a conference co-sponsored by the American Stock Exchange and
three major securities firms. They became friends. Defendant Boskin
introduced defendant Kemp to defendant Ellison. Defendants Ellison and
Kemp have since become fi’iends. Because of these entangling personal
relationships, neither defendant Boskin, defendant Kemp nor defendant
Ellison will take the action requested by plaintiffs herein against one another
or the remainder of the Oracle Board.

Defenda,tts Ellison andBerg arefi’iends. Defendants Ellison and Berg were
co-chairs of Governor of California Peter Wilson’s Information Technology
Council. Defendant Berg is also a close personal friend &defendant Ellison.
Because of this entangling personal relationship, neither defendant Ellison
nor defendant Berg will take the action requested by plaintiffs herein against
one another or the remainder of the Oracle Board.
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These conflicts of interest clearly evidence the inability of the Board to act independently and on

Oracle’s behalf as requested herein. Demand would be ftltile also because:

a. Any suit by the directors of Oracle to remedy these wrongs would

likely expose the Individual Defendants and Oracle to further violations of the securities laws which

would result in civil actions being filed against one or more of the Individual Defendants, thus, they

are hopelessly conflicted in making any supposedly independent dete~vnination whether to sue

themselves;

b. Oracle has been and will continue to be exposed to significant .losses

due to the wrongdoing complained of herein, yet the Individual Defendants have not filed any

lawsuits against themselves or others who were responsible [’or that wrongful conduct to attempt to

recover for Oracle any part of the damages Oracle snffered and will suffer thereby;

c. If the directors were to bring this derivative action against themselves,

they would thereby expose their own misconduct, which underlies allegations against them

contained in class action complaims for violations of securities law, which admissions would impair

their defense of the class actions and greatly increase the probability of their personal liability in the

class actions, in an amount likely to be in excess of any insurance coverage available to the

Individual Defendants. In essence, they would be forced to take positions contrary to the defenses

they will likely assert in the securities class actions. This they will not do. Thus, demand is futile;

d. Each member of the Oracle Board is, directly or indirectly, the

recipient of remuneration paid by the Company, including benefits, stock options and other

emoluments by virtue of their Board membership and control over the Company, the continuation

of which is dependent upon their cooperation with the other members of the Board of Directors, and

their participation and acquiescence in the wrongdoing set forth herein and are therefore incapable

of exercising indepe~adent objective judglnent in deciding whether to bring this action;’~

~According to the Company’s .FY 2001 Proxy Statement, filed with the SEC on September
11, 2000, the Company currently pays defendants Kemp, Berg, McGinn and Koplovitz an annual

(contim~ed...)
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e. Because of their association as directors of the Company and their

positions as present or fonner employees, the directors are dominated and controlled so as not to be

capable of e×ercising independent objective judgment; and

IfOracle’s current and past officers and directors are protected against

personal liability for their acts ofraismmaagement, waste and breach of fiduciary duty alleged in this

Complaint by directors’ and officers’ liability insurance, they caused the Company to purchase that

insurance for their protection with corporate funds, i.e., monies belonging to the stockholders of

Oracle. However, due to certain changes in the language of directors’ and officers’ liability insurance

policies in the past few years, the directors’ and officers’ liability insurance policies covering the

defendants in this case contain provisions which eliminate coverage for any action brought directly

by Oracle against these defendants, known as, inter alia, the "insured versus insured exclusion." As

a result, if these directors were to sue themselves or certain &the officers of Oracle, there would be

no directors’ and officers’ insurance protection and thus, this is a further reason why they will not

bring such a suit. On the other hand, if the suit is brought derivatively, as this action is brought, such

insurance coverage exists and will provide a basis for the Company to effectuate recovery. If there

*(...continued)
retainer of $40,000 each. Defendants Boskin and Lucas cunently are paid annual retainers of
$100,000 and $160,000, respectively, in connection with their additional, board committee duties.
Non-employee members of the Board also receive directors’ fees of: (i) $1,500 for each regularly
scheduled Board meeting attended; (ii) $3,000 for each meeting of the Finance and Audit Committee
attended; and (iii) $2,000 per day for each special meeting or committee meeting attended.

Non-employee members of the Board also participate in the Company’s 1993 Directors’
Stock Option Plan. The plat~ currently provides to them options to purchase 60,000 shares of
common stock as of the date an individual becomes a non-employee director. It also provides
options to purchase 30,000 shares of common stock on May 31 of each year provided such director
has served on the Board for at least six months. The director (or directors) who serves as chairman
of either lhe Executive Commitlee or the Finance and Audit Committee (or both), provided such
director has served in such capacity for at least one year, is granted options to purchase 90,000 shares
of common stock, in lieu of the 30,000 options earlier referenced. The director who serves as
chairmm~ of the Compensation Committee, provided such director has served as a member of such
committee for at least one year, is granted options to purchase 75,000 shares of common stock, also
in lieu of the 30,000 options earlier referenced.

Fttrthermore, as defendant Ellison is the sole member of the Company’s Planning Committee,
authorized to approve stock option awards, and as he dominates and controls the entire Board of
Directors, every other member of the Oracle Board is incapable of acting independently and
disinterestedly as such action will jeopardize their compensation and continuance as directors.
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is no directors’ mad officers’ liability insurance at all then the defendant directors will not cause

Oracle to sue them, since they will face a large uninsured liability.

148. Moreover, despite the Individual Defendants having knowledge of the claims

and causes of action raised by plaintiffs, the individual Defendants have failed and refused to seek

to recover for Oracle for any of the wrongdoing alleged by plaintiffs herein.

149. As also detailed above, the directors cannot be relied upon to reach a truly

independent decision to commence lhe demanded actions against themselves or other directors and

officers responsible for the misconduct alleged herein, in that, inter alia, the Board of Directors is

totally dominated by certain Individual Defendants, including defendant Ellison, who were

personally and directly involved in the misconduct alleged, personally benefitted from their actions

and who each approved the actions complained of, and to whose directives and views the Board has

consistently acceded and will continue to accede. This domination of the Board of Directors by

certain Individual Defendants, including defendant Ellison, has impaired the Board’s ability to

validly exercise its business judgment and rendered it incapable of reaching an independent decision

as to whether to accept plaintiffs’ demands.

150. Plaintiffs have not made any demand on shareholders of Oracle to institute

lhis action since such demand would be a futile and useless act for the tbllowing reasons:

a. Oracle is a publicly traded company with at least thousands of holders

of record;

b. Making demand on such a number of shareholders would be

impossible for plaintiffs who have no way of findh~g out the names, addresses or phone numbers of

shareholders; and

c. Making demand on all shareholders would force plaintiffs to incur

huge expenses assuming all shareholders could even be individually identified.
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~_CAUSE OF ACTION

Against Defendants Ellison, Boskin, Henley and Lucas for Breach of
~lty, Insider Selling and MisappropriatioRof Information

151. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by ret~rence all preceding and subsequent

paragraphs as if set forth fidly herein.

152. During the term of the wrongdoing alleged herein, these defendants occupied

positions with the Company that made them privy to confidential, proprietary information

concerning the Company’s financial condition and future business prospects. The foregoing

information was a proprielary asset belonging to the Company, which these defendants used for their

own benefit mad to the detriment of the Company and its shareholders. Notwithstanding their duty

to refi’ain from trading in Oracle’s common stock under the circumstances, these defendants sold

their holdings in the Compar~y at artificially inflated prices prior to the disclosure of the true stale

of the Company’s finances and future prospects.

153. Based on his possession of material adverse non-public information, defendant

Ellison sold 29,084,576 shares of Oracle common stock, reaping $894,802,664 in personal proceeds.

154. Based on his possession of material adverse non-public information, defendant

Henley sold 1,000,000 shares of Oracle common stock, reaping $32,310,000 in personal proceeds.

155. Based on his possession of material adverse non-public information, defendant

Lucas sold 150,000 shares of Oracle common stock, reaping $4,647,000 in personal proceeds.

156. Based on his possession of material adverse non-public information, defendant

Boskin sold 150,000 shares o f Oracle common stock, reaping $5,037,000 in personal proceeds.

157. At the time of their stock sales, these defendants knew that the Company’s

business and .prospects were diminishing, which when disclosed to the market would cause the

inflated price of the Company’s common stock to dramatically decrease. These defendants’ sales

of Oracle common stock, while in possession and control of this material, non-public information,

was a breach of their fiduciary dulies.
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158. The adverse, non-public material information regarding the Company’s

current and fi~ture earnings prospects was proprietary information belonging to the Company. In

using their knowledge of the Company’s undisclosed info~lnation to sell their personal holdings of

Oracle colnmon stock at inflated prices, these defendants used the Company’s proprietary

informa~tion for their own benefit. Since the use of the Company’s information fox" these defendants’

own gain constitutes a breach of fiduciary duty, the Company is entitled to the imposition of a

constructive trust on any profits these defendants received from their insider sales.

159. By reason of the misconduct of these defendants, Oracle has suffered damages

in an amount not presently determinable, but which is expected to be in the millions of dollars.

160. As a result of their misconduct, these detimdants are liable to the Company.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTID_N

Against All lndi,~idual Defendants for Breach of
_ i tFA01!_cjary Duty of Good Faith and Loya :!I~_

161. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by reference all preceding and subsequent

paragraphs as if fully set tbrth herein.

t62. Each of the Individual Defendants individually and/or jointly co~mnitted one

or more of the acts or omissions to act as alleged herein, had actual or constructive knowledge that

the Company would miss its 3Q 2001 estimates and aided and abetted in the insider selling

det~ndants’ use of material adverse non-public information to sell their personal holdings of Oracle

common stock at inflated prices, which acts constituted a breach of the fiduciary duty of good faith

and/or loyalty because such acts cannot be the valid exercise of business judgment.

163. As a direct and proximate result of the Individual Defendants’ failure to

exercise good faith in the perforanance of their duties, as alleged herein, Oracle has engaged in

imprudent and unlawfi~l activities, all of which have caused significant losses and the risk of further

significant losses to the Company, including, but not limited to, enormous liability and costs

associated with numerous securities fraud class actions filed against the Company, and the loss of

the Company’s goodwill and integrity in the mafl~et.
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164. By reason of the Individual Defendants’ misconduct, as set forth above,

Oracle has suffered damages in an amount not presently determinable, but which is expected to be

ill the millions of dollars.

165. As a result of the misconduct alleged, the individual Defendants are liable to

the Company.

THIRD_CAUSE OF A_CT_!_O~_

A___gajllsl_A~Defendants for Wa~c_of Corporatc_A.,s.,s_�~

166. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by reference all preceding and subsequent

paragraphs as if fi~lly set forth herein.

167. During the term of the wrongdoing alleged herein, the Individual Defendants

occupied positions within the Company that made them privy to confidential, proprietary

information concerning the Company’s financial condition and future business prospects. The

foregoing information was a proprietary asset belonging to the Company, which the insider selling

defendants, aided and abetted by the remaining Individual Defendants, used for their own benefit

and to the detriment of the Company m~d its shareholders.

168. The Company received no consideration in exchange for the defendants’ use

of the Compmay’s confidential and proprieta~3, information concerning Oracle’s financial condition

and future business prospects.

169. Each of the Individual Defendants individually and/or jointly committed one

or more of the acts or omissions to act as alleged herein mid/or aided and abetted in certain of the

defendants’ use, without consideration to the Company, of material adverse non-public information

to sell their personal holdings of Oracle common stock at inflated prices for their own benefit and

to the detriment of the Company and its shareholders. Such actions constituted a waste of corporate

assets.
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170. By reason of the Individual Defendants’ misconduct, as set forth above,

Oracle has suffered damages in an amount not presently determinable, but which is expected to be

in the millions of dollars.

171. As a result of the misconduct alleged, the Individual iDefendants are liable to

the Compm~y.

PRAYER FOR RE~

WHEREFORE, plainti ffs demand judgment as follows:

A. I_mposilion of a constructive trust in favor of the Company for the amount of

profits each of the insider selling defendants received fi;om their sales of Oracle common stock;

B. Against all of the Individual Defendants and in favor of the Company for the

amount of damages sustained by the Company as a result of the intentional and negligent breaches

of fiduciary duty and corporate waste by each of the Individual Defendants;

C. Awarding to plaintiff the costs and disbursenaents of the action, including

reasonable atlorney’s fees, accounlants’ and experts’ fees, costs and expenses; and

D. Granting such other and fresher relief as the Cou~ may deem just and proper.

Dated: September 27,2001 TA~~E~ LLP

By:~~~

3711 Kennett Pike, Suit~
Greenville, DE 19807
Telephone: 302/655-9200

ATTORNEYS FOR PEAINT1FFS

OF COUNSEL:

CAULEY, GELLER, BOWMAN
& COATES, LLP

BRIAN J. ROBBINS
MARC M. UMEDA
600 West Broadway, Suite 930
San Diego, CA 92101
Telephone: 619/702-7350
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CAULEY, GELLER, BOWMAN
& COATES, LLP

STEVEN E. CAULEY
11311 Arcade Drive, S,fite 200
Little Rock., AR 72212
Telephone: 501/312-8500

THE EMERSON FIRM
JOHN G. EMERSON, JR.
P.O. Box 25336
Little Rock, AR 72212-5336
Telephone: 501/312-8500

SCH1FFRIN & BARROWAY, LLP
MARC A. TOPAZ
ROBERT B. WEISER
Three Bala iPlaza East, Suite 400
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Telephone: 610/667-7706
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 27th day of September, 2001, I caused to be served two

copies of the foregoing Amended Shareholder Derivative Complaint, by hand delivery, ota the

following counse~ for defendants:

Kenneth J. N achbar, Esquire
Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Turmoil
120t North Market Street
P.O. Box 1347 __ .’/
Wihnington, DE 19899-1347 .... "


